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Abstract
In previous papers, we discussed the recurrence relations of the multi-indexed or-
thogonal polynomials of the Laguerre, Jacobi, Wilson and Askey-Wilson types. In this
paper we explore those of the Racah and q-Racah types. For the M -indexed (q-)Racah
polynomials, we derive 3 + 2M term recurrence relations with variable dependent co-
efficients and 1+ 2L term (L ≥M +1) recurrence relations with constant coefficients.
Based on the latter, the generalized closure relations and the creation and annihi-
lation operators of the quantum mechanical systems described by the multi-indexed
(q-)Racah polynomials are obtained.
In appendix we present a proof and some data of the recurrence relations with
constant coefficients for the multi-indexed Wilson and Askey-Wilson polynomials.
1 Introduction
Ordinary orthogonal polynomials in one variable are characterized by the three term re-
currence relations and those satisfying second order differential or difference equations are
severely restricted by Bochner’s theorem and its generalizations [1, 2]. The exceptional and
multi-indexed orthogonal polynomials {Pn(η)|n ∈ Z≥0} [3]–[17] are new types of orthog-
onal polynomials. They satisfy second order differential or difference equations and form
a complete set of orthogonal basis in an appropriate Hilbert space in spite of missing de-
grees. This degree missing is a characteristic feature of them. Instead of the three term
recurrence relations, they satisfy some recurrence relations with more terms [18]–[25], and
the constraints by Bochner’s theorem are avoided. We distinguish the following two cases;
the set of missing degrees I = Z≥0\{degPn|n ∈ Z≥0} is case-(1): I = {0, 1, . . . , ℓ − 1}, or
case-(2): I 6= {0, 1, . . . , ℓ−1}, where ℓ is a positive integer. The situation of case-(1) is called
stable in [7]. Our approach to orthogonal polynomials is based on the quantum mechanical
formulations: ordinary quantum mechanics (oQM), discrete quantum mechanics with pure
imaginary shifts (idQM) [26]–[29] and discrete quantum mechanics with real shifts (rdQM)
[30]–[32]. The Askey scheme of the (basic) hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials [33] is
well matched to these quantum mechanical formulations: the Jacobi polynomial etc. in oQM,
the Askey-Wilson polynomial etc. in idQM and the q-Racah polynomial etc. in rdQM. A new
type of orthogonal polynomials are obtained by applying the Darboux transformations with
appropriate seed solutions to the exactly solvable quantum mechanical systems described
by the classical orthogonal polynomials in the Askey scheme. When the virtual state wave-
functions are used as seed solutions, the case-(1) multi-indexed orthogonal polynomials are
obtained [9, 11, 13]. When the eigenstate and/or pseudo virtual state wavefunctions are used
as seed solutions, the case-(2) multi-indexed orthogonal polynomials are obtained [34]–[36].
In previous papers [19, 22, 24, 25], the recurrence relations for the case-(1) multi-indexed
polynomials (Laguerre (L) and Jacobi (J) types in oQM, Wilson (W) and Askey-Wilson
(AW) types in idQM) were studied. There are two kinds of recurrence relations: with
variable dependent coefficients [19] and with constant coefficients [22, 24]. The recurrence
relations with variable dependent coefficients have been proved for L, J, W and AW types,
but those with constant coefficients have been conjectured for L, J, W and AW types and
proved only for L and J types.
In this paper we explore the recurrence relations for the case-(1) multi-indexed polynomi-
als of Racah (R) and q-Racah (qR) types in rdQM. By similar methods used in idQM case,
we derive two kinds of recurrence relations: with variable dependent coefficients and with
constant coefficients. We present examples of the latter. Through the process of deriving
the recurrence relations with constant coefficients and their examples, we have noticed that
similar techniques can be applied to W and AW types. In appendix B and C, we present
a proof and some explicit form of the recurrence relations with constant coefficients for the
multi-indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomials. The recurrence relations with constant coeffi-
cients are closely related to the generalized closure relations [25]. The generalized closure
relations provide the exact Heisenberg operator solution of a certain operator, from which
the creation and annihilation operators of the system are obtained.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the essence of the multi-indexed (q-
)Racah polynomials are recapitulated. In section 3 we derive the recurrence relations with
variable dependent coefficients. In section 4 we derive the recurrence relations with constant
coefficients and present some explicit examples. In section 5 the generalized closure relations
and the creation and annihilation operators are presented. Section 6 is for a summary and
comments. In Appendix A some basic data of the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials are
summarized. In Appendix B we prove the recurrence relations with constant coefficients for
the multi-indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomials. In Appendix C some data of the recurrence
relations with constant coefficients for the multi-indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomials are
presented.
2 Multi-indexed (q-)Racah Orthogonal Polynomials
In this section we recapitulate the multi-indexed Racah (R) and q-Racah (qR) orthogonal
polynomials [13]. Various quantities depend on a set of parameters λ = (λ1, λ2, . . .) and
their dependence is expressed like, f = f(λ), f(x) = f(x;λ). (We sometimes omit writing
λ-dependence, when it does not cause confusion.) The parameter q is 0 < q < 1 and qλ
stands for q(λ1,λ2,...) = (qλ1 , qλ2, . . .).
2.1 (q-)Racah polynomials
The set of parameters λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4), its shift δ and κ are
R : λ = (a, b, c, d), δ = (1, 1, 1, 1), κ = 1,
qR : qλ = (a, b, c, d), δ = (1, 1, 1, 1), κ = q−1.
(2.1)
For N ∈ Z>0, we take nmax = xmax = N and
R : a = −N, qR : a = q−N , (2.2)
and assume the following parameter ranges:
R : 0 < d < a+ b, 0 < c < 1 + d, qR : 0 < ab < d < 1, qd < c < 1. (2.3)
The (q-)Racah polynomials Pn(η) (n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax) are
Pˇn(x;λ)
def
= Pn
(
η(x;λ);λ
)
=

4F3
(−n, n+ d˜, −x, x+ d
a, b, c
∣∣∣ 1) : R
4φ3
(q−n, d˜qn, q−x, dqx
a, b, c
∣∣∣ q ; q) : qR (2.4)
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={
Rn
(
η(x;λ); a− 1, d˜− a, c− 1, d− c
)
: R
Rn
(
η(x;λ) + 1 + d ; aq−1, d˜a−1, cq−1, dc−1|q
)
: qR
,
η(x;λ)
def
=
{
x(x+ d) : R
(q−x − 1)(1− dqx) : qR
, d˜
def
=
{
a+ b+ c− d− 1 : R
abcd−1q−1 : qR
, (2.5)
where Rn
(
x(x+ γ+ δ+1);α, β, γ, δ
)
and Rn(q
−x+ γδqx+1;α, β, γ, δ|q) are the Racah and q-
Racah polynomials in the conventional parametrization [33], respectively. Our parametriza-
tion respects the correspondence between the (q-)Racah and (Askey-)Wilson polynomials,
and symmetries in (a, b, c, d) are transparent. Note that the sinusoidal coordinates η(x;λ)
depend on parameters λ only through d. The normalization of η(x) and Pn(η) is
η(0;λ) = 0, Pˇn(0;λ) = Pn(0;λ) = 1. (2.6)
The three term recurrence relations are
ηPn(η;λ) = An(λ)Pn+1(η;λ) +Bn(λ)Pn(η;λ) + Cn(λ)Pn−1(η;λ), (2.7)
where An, Bn and Cn are given in (A.2). As a consequence of (2.6), Bn is equal to −An−Cn.
In the quantum mechanical formulation [30], the polynomials Pn(η) appear in the eigen-
vectors φn(x),
φn(x;λ) = φ0(x;λ)Pˇn(x;λ)
(
n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax
x = 0, 1, . . . , xmax
)
, (2.8)
and the orthogonality relations are
xmax∑
x=0
φn(x;λ)φm(x;λ) =
δnm
dn(λ)2
(n,m = 0, 1, . . . , nmax), (2.9)
where the ground state eigenvector φ0(x) and the normalization constant dn(λ) are given in
(A.3) and (A.4), respectively. The Hamiltonian of this rdQM system is a tridiagonal matrix
H = (Hx,y)0≤x,y≤xmax,
H = −
√
B(x) e∂
√
D(x)−
√
D(x) e−∂
√
B(x) +B(x) +D(x), (2.10)
where potential functions B(x;λ) and D(x;λ) are given in (A.1) and matrices e±∂ are
(e±∂)x,y = δx±1,y and the unit matrix 1 = (δx,y) is suppressed. The notation f(x)Ag(x),
where f(x) and g(x) are functions of x and A is a matrix A = (Ax,y), stands for a matrix
whose (x, y)-element is f(x)Ax,yg(y). The Schro¨dinger equation is
H(λ)φn(x;λ) = En(λ)φn(x;λ) (n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax), (2.11)
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where the energy eigenvalue En is given in (A.5) (0 = E0 < E1 < · · · < Enmax). By similarity
transformation, (2.11) is rewritten as
H˜(λ)
def
= φ0(x;λ)
−1 ◦ H(λ) ◦ φ0(x;λ) = B(x;λ)
(
1− e∂
)
+D(x;λ)
(
1− e−∂
)
, (2.12)
H˜(λ)Pˇn(x;λ) = En(λ)Pˇn(x;λ) (n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax), (2.13)
namely (q-)Racah polynomials Pˇn(x) satisfy second order difference equations. The three
term recurrence relations of Pn(η) (2.7) imply those of the eigenvectors φn(x),
η(x;λ)φn(x;λ) = An(λ)φn+1(x;λ) +Bn(λ)φn(x;λ) + Cn(λ)φn−1(x;λ). (2.14)
Let R be the ring of polynomials in x (the Racah case) or the ring of Laurent polynomials
in qx (the q-Racah case). Let us introduce automorphisms Iλ in R by
Iλ(x) = −x− d : R, Iλ(q
x) = q−xd−1 : qR, (2.15)
which are involutions I2
λ
= id. We have the following lemma [13].
Lemma 1 If a (Laurent) polynomial fˇ in x (qx) is invariant under Iλ, it is a polynomial
in the sinusoidal coordinate η(x;λ):
Iλ
(
fˇ(x)
)
= fˇ(x) ⇔ fˇ(x) = f
(
η(x;λ)
)
, f(η) : a polynomial in η. (2.16)
Note that the involutions Iλ depend on parameters λ only through d.
2.2 Multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials
Let us introduce the twist operation t and the twisted shift δ˜,
t(λ)
def
= (λ4 − λ1 + 1, λ4 − λ2 + 1, λ3, λ4), δ˜
def
= (0, 0, 1, 1). (2.17)
Note that η
(
x; t(λ)
)
= η(x;λ) and η(x;λ + βδ˜) = η(x;λ + βδ) (β ∈ R). The virtual state
polynomial ξv(η) is defined as
ξˇv(x;λ)
def
= ξv
(
η(x;λ);λ
) def
= Pˇv
(
x; t(λ)
)
= Pv
(
η(x;λ); t(λ)
)
. (2.18)
Let D = {d1, d2, . . . , dM} (d1 < d2 < · · · < dM , dj ∈ Z≥1) be the multi-index set, which
specifies the virtual state vectors used in the M-step Darboux transformations. (Although
this notation dj conflicts with the notation of the normalization constant dn(λ) in (2.9), we
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think this does not cause any confusion because the latter appears as 1
dn(λ)2
δnm.) We restrict
the parameter range for M virtual states deletion,
R : d+max(D) + 1 < a+ b, qR : ab < dqmax(D)+1. (2.19)
Although these parameter ranges are important for the well-definedness of the quantum
systems, they are irrelevant to the recurrence relations considered in this paper, which are
polynomial equations and valid independent of the parameter ranges (except for the zeros
of the denominators). So we do not bother about the range of parameters (except for
orthogonality relations, positivity of some quantities and some part of § 5).
The denominator polynomials ΞD(η) and the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials PD,n(η)
(n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax) are defined as
ΞˇD(x;λ)
def
= ΞD
(
η(x;λ+ (M − 1)δ);λ
)
def
= CD(λ)
−1ϕM(x;λ)
−1 det
(
ξˇdk(xj ;λ)
)
1≤j,k≤M
, (2.20)
PˇD,n(x;λ)
def
= PD,n
(
η(x;λ+Mδ);λ
)
def
= CD,n(λ)
−1ϕM+1(x;λ)
−1
×
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ξˇd1(x1;λ) · · · ξˇdM (x1;λ) r1(x1)Pˇn(x1;λ)
ξˇd1(x2;λ) · · · ξˇdM (x2;λ) r2(x2)Pˇn(x2;λ)
... · · ·
...
...
ξˇd1(xM+1;λ) · · · ξˇdM (xM+1;λ) rM+1(xM+1)Pˇn(xM+1;λ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (2.21)
where xj
def
= x + j − 1 and rj(xj) = rj(xj ;λ,M) (1 ≤ j ≤ M + 1) are given in (A.10). The
constants CD(λ) (A.11) and CD,n(λ) (A.12) correspond to the normalization
ΞˇD(0;λ) = ΞD(0;λ) = 1, PˇD,n(0;λ) = PD,n(0;λ) = 1. (2.22)
The denominator polynomial ΞD(η;λ) and the multi-indexed orthogonal polynomial PD,n(η;λ)
are polynomials in η and their degrees are ℓD and ℓD+n, respectively (we assume c
Ξ
D (A.16)
and cPD,n (A.17) do not vanish). Here ℓD is
ℓD
def
=
M∑
j=1
dj −
1
2
M(M − 1). (2.23)
Note that
PˇD,0(x;λ) = ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ), (2.24)
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as a consequence of the shape invariance of the system [9, 11, 13]. Other determinant
expressions of PˇD,n(x;λ) can be found in [17].
The isospectral deformation is realized by multi-step Darboux transformations with vir-
tual state vectors as seed solutions. The multi-indexed polynomials PD,n(η) appear in
the eigenvectors φD n(x) of the deformed Hamiltonian, which is also a tridiagonal matrix
HD = (HD;x,y)0≤x,y≤xmax,
φD n(x;λ)
def
= ψD(x;λ)PˇD,n(x;λ)
(
n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax
x = 0, 1, . . . , xmax
)
, (2.25)
ψD(x;λ)
def
=
√
ΞˇD(1;λ)
φ0(x;λ+M δ˜)√
ΞˇD(x;λ) ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
, (2.26)
HD = −
√
BD(x) e
∂
√
DD(x)−
√
DD(x) e
−∂
√
BD(x) +BD(x) +DD(x), (2.27)
HD(λ)φD n(x;λ) = En(λ)φDn(x;λ) (n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax), (2.28)
where potential functions BD(x;λ) and DD(x;λ) are given in (A.18). The orthogonality
relations are
xmax∑
x=0
ψD(x;λ)
2
ΞˇD(1;λ)
PˇD,n(x;λ)PˇD,m(x;λ) =
δnm
dD,n(λ)2
(n,m = 0, 1, . . . , nmax), (2.29)
where the normalization constant dD,n(λ) is given in (A.14). The normalization of ψD(x)
and φD n(x) is ψD(0;λ) = φD n(0;λ) = 1. By similarity transformation, (2.28) is rewritten
as
H˜D(λ)
def
= ψD(x;λ)
−1 ◦ HD(λ) ◦ ψD(x;λ)
= B(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
(
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
− e∂
)
+D(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
(
ΞˇD(x− 1;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
− e−∂
)
, (2.30)
H˜D(λ)PˇD,n(x;λ) = En(λ)PˇD,n(x;λ) (n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax), (2.31)
namely multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials PˇD,n(x) satisfy second order difference equa-
tions.
In the following we set
Pn(η;λ) = PD,n(η;λ) = 0 (n < 0), (2.32)
and A−1(λ) = 0. We remark that the coefficients of Pn(η) and PD,n(η) are rational functions
of the parameters (a, b, c, d), in which the number N appears only through the parameter a
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(2.2). If we treat the parameter a as an indeterminate, Pˇn(x) and PˇD,n(x) are defined for n ∈
Z≥0 and x ∈ C. For the choice (2.2), however, Pˇn(x) and PˇD,n(x) are ill-defined for n > nmax
and x ∈ C\{0, 1, . . . , xmax}, because Pˇn(x) (2.4) have the form 4F3(· · · ) =
n∑
k=0
(−x)k
(a)k
(· · · ) and
4φ3(· · · ) =
n∑
k=0
(q−x;q)k
(a;q)k
(· · · ). For the choice (2.2) (we take the limit from an indeterminate
a to a in (2.2)), PˇD,n(x) are well-defined for n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmax} and x ∈ C, or n ∈ Z>nmax
and x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , xmax}, for which the factors (x + a)j−1 or (aq
x; q)j−1 in rj(xj) (A.10)
contribute. In order for Pˇn(x) and PˇD,n(x) to be orthogonal polynomials, parameters should
satisfy (2.2)–(2.3) and (2.19), and n should be n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmax}.
3 Recurrence Relations with Variable Dependent Co-
efficients
In this section we present 3 + 2M term recurrence relations with variable dependent coeffi-
cients. The quantum mechanical formulation is used to derive them. For simplicity of the
arguments, we assume that N is sufficiently large (N ≫ n), or the parameter a is treated as
an indeterminate.
For the discrete quantum mechanics with real shifts, the multi-step Darboux transfor-
mations in terms of the virtual state vectors were given in [13]. For the (q-)Racah systems,
the general expression for the eigenvector of the deformed system is (eq.(3.36) in [13])
φ
gen
D n(x;λ) =
(−1)Mκ
1
4
M(M−1)√
ΞˇD(1;λ)
CD,n(λ)
CD(λ)
√√√√ M∏
j=1
α(λ)B′
(
0;λ+ (j − 1)δ˜
)
× φD n(x;λ), (3.1)
where α(λ) and B′(x;λ) are given in (A.9) and (A.8), respectively. Let us denote φ
[s]
n (x;λ)
def
=
φ
gen
d1...ds n
(x;λ). Starting from the original eigenvectors φ
[0]
n (x) = φn(x), the multi-step Dar-
boux transformations give the eigenvectors of the deformed systems,
φ[s]n (x) = Aˆd1...dsφ
[s−1]
n (x) (s ≥ 1), (3.2)
where the matrix Aˆd1...ds is Aˆd1...ds =
√
Bˆd1...ds(x) − e
∂
√
Dˆd1...ds(x). Potential functions
Bˆd1...ds(x) and Dˆd1...ds(x) are given in (A.20).
First we note that the matrix Aˆ =
√
Bˆ(x) − e∂
√
Dˆ(x) with Dˆ(xmax + 1) = 0 acts on a
vector ψ(x) defined by the product of two vectors ψ(x) = f(x)φ(x) as
Aˆ
(
f(x)φ(x)
)
=
√
Bˆ(x) f(x)φ(x)−
√
Dˆ(x+ 1) f(x+ 1)φ(x+ 1)
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= f(x)
(√
Bˆ(x)φ(x)−
√
Dˆ(x+ 1)φ(x+ 1)
)
+
(
f(x)− f(x+ 1)
)√
Dˆ(x+ 1)φ(x+ 1)
= f(x)Aˆφ(x) +
(
f(x)− f(x+ 1)
)√
Dˆ(x+ 1)φ(x+ 1). (3.3)
Let us define Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x) (n, k ∈ Z, s ∈ Z≥−1) as follows:
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x) = 0 (|k| > s+ 1 or n + k < 0), Rˇ
[−1]
n,0 (x) = 1 (n ≥ 0),
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x) = AnRˇ
[s−1]
n+1,k−1(x) +
(
Bn − η(x+ s)
)
Rˇ
[s−1]
n,k (x) + CnRˇ
[s−1]
n−1,k+1(x) (s ≥ 0). (3.4)
Here An, Bn and Cn are the coefficients of the three term recurrence relations (2.7) with
A−1 = 0 and we regard A−1 × (· · · ) = 0, which implies that An (n < −1), Bn (n < 0) and
Cn (n < 0) do not appear. For example, non-trivial Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x) (n+ k ≥ 0) for s = 0, 1 are
s = 0 : Rˇ
[0]
n,1(x) = An, Rˇ
[0]
n,0(x) = Bn − η(x), Rˇ
[0]
n,−1(x) = Cn,
s = 1 : Rˇ
[1]
n,2(x) = AnAn+1, Rˇ
[1]
n,1(x) = An
(
Bn +Bn+1 − η(x)− η(x+ 1)
)
,
Rˇ
[1]
n,0(x) = AnCn+1 + An−1Cn +
(
Bn − η(x)
)(
Bn − η(x+ 1)
)
,
Rˇ
[1]
n,−2(x) = CnCn−1, Rˇ
[1]
n,−1(x) = Cn
(
Bn +Bn−1 − η(x)− η(x+ 1)
)
.
Note that Rˇ
[s]
n,±(s+1)(x) are x-independent. By induction in s, we can show that
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x+ 1)− Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x) =
(
η(x)− η(x+ s+ 1)
)
Rˇ
[s−1]
n,k (x+ 1) (s ≥ 0). (3.5)
We will show the following proposition, the 3 + 2s term recurrence relations of φ
[s]
n (x).
Proposition 1
s+1∑
k=−s−1
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x)φ
[s]
n+k(x) = 0 (s ≥ 0 ; n ∈ Z). (3.6)
Proof: We prove this proposition by induction in s.
first step : For s = 0, (3.6) is
Anφn+1(x) +
(
Bn − η(x)
)
φn(x) + Cnφn−1(x) = 0,
which is the three term recurrence relation itself (2.14). Therefore s = 0 case holds.
second step : Assume that (3.6) holds till s (s ≥ 0), we will show that it also holds for s+1.
By applying Aˆd1...ds+1 to (3.6) and using (3.2) and (3.3), we have
0 =
s+1∑
k=−s−1
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x)φ
[s+1]
n+k (x) +
s+1∑
k=−s−1
(
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x)− Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x+ 1)
)√
Dˆd1...ds+1(x+ 1)φ
[s]
n+k(x+ 1).
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By using (3.5) this is rewritten as
s+1∑
k=−s−1
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x)φ
[s+1]
n+k (x) =
(
η(x)− η(x+ s+ 1)
)
G[s+1]n (x), (3.7)
where
G[s+1]n (x)
def
=
√
Dˆd1...ds+1(x+ 1)
s∑
k=−s
Rˇ
[s−1]
n,k (x+ 1)φ
[s]
n+k(x+ 1). (3.8)
We remark that when there is a factor Rˇ
[s]
n,k in a sum
s+1∑
k=−s−1
, the range of the sum can be
extended to
∑
k∈Z
due to the definition Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x) = 0 (|k| > s+1), which will be abbreviated as∑
k
. Then we have
AnG
[s+1]
n+1 (x) +
(
Bn − η(x+ s)
)
G[s+1]n (x) + CnG
[s+1]
n−1 (x)
(i)
=
√
Dˆd1...ds+1(x+ 1)
(
An
∑
k
Rˇ
[s−1]
n+1,k(x+ 1)φ
[s]
n+1+k(x+ 1)
+
(
Bn − η(x+ s)
)∑
k
Rˇ
[s−1]
n,k (x+ 1)φ
[s]
n+k(x+ 1) + Cn
∑
k
Rˇ
[s−1]
n−1,k(x+ 1)φ
[s]
n−1+k(x+ 1)
)
(ii)
=
√
Dˆd1...ds+1(x+ 1)
∑
k
(
AnRˇ
[s−1]
n+1,k−1(x+ 1)
+
(
Bn − η(x+ s)
)
Rˇ
[s−1]
n,k (x+ 1) + CnRˇ
[s−1]
n−1,k+1(x+ 1)
)
φ
[s]
n+k(x+ 1)
(iii)
=
√
Dˆd1...ds+1(x+ 1)
∑
k
(
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x+ 1) +
(
η(x+ s+ 1)− η(x+ s)
)
Rˇ
[s−1]
n,k (x+ 1)
)
φ
[s]
n+k(x+ 1)
(iv)
=
(
η(x+ s+ 1)− η(x+ s)
)√
Dˆd1...ds+1(x+ 1)
∑
k
Rˇ
[s−1]
n,k (x+ 1)φ
[s]
n+k(x+ 1)
(v)
=
(
η(x+ s+ 1)− η(x+ s)
)
G[s+1]n (x),
((i): (3.8), (ii): shift of k, (iii): (3.4), (iv): assumption (3.6), (v): (3.8) are used), namely,
AnG
[s+1]
n+1 (x) +
(
Bn − η(x+ s+ 1)
)
G[s+1]n (x) + CnG
[s+1]
n−1 (x) = 0. (3.9)
From (3.7) and (3.9) we obtain
0 = An
∑
k
Rˇ
[s]
n+1,k(x)φ
[s+1]
n+1+k(x) +
(
Bn − η(x+ s + 1)
)∑
k
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x)φ
[s+1]
n+k (x)
+ Cn
∑
k
Rˇ
[s]
n−1,k(x)φ
[s+1]
n−1+k(x)
=
∑
k
(
AnRˇ
[s]
n+1,k−1(x) +
(
Bn − η(x+ s+ 1)
)
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x) + CnRˇ
[s]
n−1,k+1(x)
)
φ
[s+1]
n+k (x)
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=
∑
k
Rˇ
[s+1]
n,k (x)φ
[s+1]
n+k (x) =
s+2∑
k=−s−2
Rˇ
[s+1]
n,k (x)φ
[s+1]
n+k (x),
which shows (3.6) with s→ s + 1. This concludes the induction proof of (3.6).
Note that Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x) does not depend on the specific values of dj’s.
Since φ
[s]
n (x) has the form (3.1), the recurrence relations of φ
[s]
n (x) (3.6) imply those of
the multi-indexed orthogonal polynomials PˇD,n(x;λ) for s = M ,
M+1∑
k=−M−1
CD,n+k(λ)Rˇ
[M ]
n,k (x;λ)PˇD,n+k(x;λ) = 0, (3.10)
where CD,n+k(λ) depends on the specific values of dj’s. More explicitly, by dividing them by
CD,n(λ), the recurrence relations become
M+1∑
k=−M−1
M∏
j=1
En+k(λ)− E˜dj (λ)
En(λ)− E˜dj (λ)
· Rˇ
[M ]
n,k (x;λ)PˇD,n+k(x;λ) = 0, (3.11)
En(λ)− E˜v(λ) =
{
(n+ v + c)(n− v + d˜− c) : R
q−n(1− cqn+v)(1− c−1d˜qn−v) : qR
. (3.12)
We can check that Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x;λ) are symmetric polynomials in η(x;λ), η(x+1;λ), . . . , η(x+
s;λ). The elementary symmetric polynomials ek in η(x;λ), η(x + 1;λ), . . . , η(x + s;λ) are
polynomials in η(x;λ+ sδ), because
s+1∑
k=0
(−1)kekt
s+1−k =
s∏
j=0
(
t− η(x+ j;λ)
)
, A =
{
t− η(x+ s
2
;λ) : s even
1 : s odd
,
= A×
[ s−1
2
]∏
j=0
(
t− η(x+ j;λ)
)(
t− η(x+ s− j;λ)
)
= A×
[ s−1
2
]∏
j=0
(
t2 −
(
η(x+ j;λ) + η(x+ s− j;λ)
)
t+ η(x+ j;λ)η(x+ s− j;λ)
)
,
and
η(x+ s
2
;λ) = Bη(x;λ+ sδ) + η( s
2
;λ),
η(x+ j;λ) + η(x+ s− j;λ) = B′η(x;λ+ sδ) + η(j;λ) + η(s− j;λ),
η(x+ j;λ)η(x+ s− j;λ) = B′′η(x;λ+ sδ)2 +B′′′η(x;λ+ sδ) + η(j;λ)η(s− j;λ),
B =
{
1 : R
q−
s
2 : qR
, B′ =
{
2 : R
q−j + qj−s : qR
, B′′ =
{
1 : R
q−s : qR
,
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B′′′ =
{
2j(s− j) + sd : R
q−s
(
2(1 + dqs)− (qj + qs−j)(1 + d)
)
: qR
.
This implies that any symmetric polynomial in η(x;λ), η(x+1;λ), . . . , η(x+s;λ) is expressed
as a polynomial in η(x;λ+ sδ). Therefore we obtain
Rˇ
[s]
n,k(x;λ)
def
= R
[s]
n,k
(
η(x;λ+ sδ);λ
)
(|k| ≤ s+ 1)
R
[s]
n,k(η;λ) : a polynomial of degree s+ 1− |k| in η. (3.13)
By rewriting the recurrence relations (3.10) and (3.11), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1 The multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials satisfy the 3 + 2M term recurrence
relations with variable dependent coefficients:
M+1∑
k=−M−1
CD,n+k(λ)R
[M ]
n,k (η;λ)PD,n+k(η;λ) = 0, (3.14)
or
M+1∑
k=−M−1
M∏
j=1
En+k(λ)− E˜dj (λ)
En(λ)− E˜dj (λ)
· R
[M ]
n,k (η;λ)PD,n+k(η;λ) = 0. (3.15)
Remark We have assumed that N is sufficiently large (N ≫ n), or the parameter a is
treated as an indeterminate.
According to the same argument for the multi-indexed Laguerre, Jacobi, Wilson and
Askey-Wilson polynomials [19], the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials PD,n(η;λ) (n ≥
M + 1) are determined by the 3 + 2M term recurrence relations (3.14) with M + 1 “initial
data”
PD,0(η;λ), PD,1(η;λ), . . . , PD,M(η;λ). (3.16)
After calculating the initial data (3.16) by (2.21), we can obtain PD,n(η;λ) through the
3 + 2M term recurrence relations (3.14). The calculation cost of this method is much less
than the original determinant expression (2.21) for large M .
4 Recurrence Relations with Constant Coefficients
In this section we present 1 + 2L term recurrence relations with constant coefficients. De-
pending on whether the parameter a is an indeterminate or (2.2), we have two different kinds
of recurrence relations.
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We want to find X(η) = X(η;λ), which is a polynomial of degree L in η and gives the
following expansion:
X(η)PD,n(η) =
L∑
k=−n
r
X,D
n,k PD,n+k(η) or Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x) =
L∑
k=−n
r
X,D
n,k PˇD,n+k(x),
where rX,Dn,k ’s are constants and Xˇ(x) = Xˇ(x;λ) is defined by
Xˇ(x;λ)
def
= X
(
η(x;λ+Mδ);λ
)
. (4.1)
Since the multi-indexed polynomials PD,n(η) are orthogonal polynomials, the above recur-
rence relations with constant coefficients are expressed as (see Lemma 1 in [22])
X(η)PD,n(η) =
L∑
k=−L
r
X,D
n,k PD,n+k(η), (4.2)
under the convention (2.32). Here we have assumed N is sufficiently large. Unlike the multi-
indexed polynomials in [22], there is a maximal value of n for PD,n(η), nmax = N . So (4.2)
is expected to be modified as
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x) =
min(L,N−n)∑
k=−min(L,n)
r
X,D
n,k PˇD,n+k(x)
(
n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax
x = 0, 1, . . . , xmax
)
, (4.3)
where PˇD,n(x) with n < 0 or n > nmax does not appear. The overall normalization and the
constant term of X(η) are not important, because the change of the former induces that of
the overall normalization of rX,Dn,k and the shift of the latter induces that of r
X,D
n,0 . Without
loss of generality, we take the constant term of X(η) as X(0) = 0.
4.1 Parameter a : indeterminate
In this subsection we assume that the parameter a is an indeterminate, x and η are continuous
variables (x, η ∈ C) and other parameters λ (b, c, d) are generic.
4.1.1 step 0
The sinusoidal coordinates η(x;λ) (2.5) have the following property [37, 22]
η(x;λ)n+1 − η(x− 1;λ)n+1
η(x;λ)− η(x− 1;λ)
=
n∑
k=0
g′ (k)n (λ)η(x;λ− δ)
n−k (n ∈ Z≥0), (4.4)
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where g
′ (k)
n is given by
R : g′ (k)n (λ)
def
=
k∑
r=0
k−r∑
l=0
(
n+ 1
r
)(
n− r − l
n− k
)
(−1)r+l
(d
2
)2r(d− 1
2
)2(k−r−l)
g
′ (l)W
n−r , (4.5)
qR : g′ (k)n (λ)
def
=
k∑
r=0
k−r∑
l=0
(
n+ 1
r
)(
n− r − l
n− k
)
(−1)r
(
2d
1
2
)l
q
1
2
(n−r−l)
(
1 + d
)r(
1 + dq−1
)k−r−l
× g
′ (l)AW
n−r . (4.6)
Here g
′ (k)W
n and g
′ (k)AW
n are given by [38, 22]
g′ (k)Wn
def
=
(−1)k
22k+1
(
2n + 2
2k + 1
)
,
g′ (k)AWn
def
= θ(k : even)
(n+ 1)!
2k
k
2∑
r=0
(
n− k + r
r
)
(−1)rq−
1
2
(n−k+2r)
(k
2
− r)! (n− k
2
+ 1 + r)!
1− qn−k+1+2r
1− q
,
and θ(P ) is a step function (an indicator function) for a proposition P , θ(P ) = 1 (P : true),
0 (P : false).
For a polynomial p(η) in η, let us define a polynomial in η, Iλ[p](η), as follows:
p(η) =
n∑
k=0
akη
k 7→ Iλ[p](η)
def
=
n+1∑
k=0
bkη
k, (4.7)
where bk’s are defined by
bk+1 =
1
g
′ (0)
k (λ)
(
ak −
n∑
j=k+1
g
′ (j−k)
j (λ)bj+1
)
(k = n, n− 1, . . . , 1, 0), b0 = 0. (4.8)
The constant term of Iλ[p](η) is chosen to be zero. Note that ak =
n∑
j=k
g
′ (j−k)
j (λ)bj+1. It is
easy to show that this polynomial Iλ[p](η) = P (η) satisfies
P
(
η(x;λ)
)
− P
(
η(x− 1;λ)
)
η(x;λ)− η(x− 1;λ)
= p
(
η(x;λ− δ)
)
. (4.9)
So we can call P (η) the ‘primitive polynomial’ of p(η). The above equations are valid for
x, η ∈ C, but (4.9) with P (0) = 0 gives the following expression:
P
(
η(x;λ)) =
x∑
j=1
(
η(j;λ)− η(j − 1;λ)
)
p
(
η(j;λ− δ)
)
(x ∈ Z≥0). (4.10)
It is nontrivial to show directly that the RHS is a polynomial in η(x;λ), but it is so by
construction. Note that the maps Iλ depend on parameters λ only through d because
coefficients g
′ (k)
n (λ) depend on d only.
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4.1.2 step 1
Let us define the set of finite linear combinations of PD,n(η), UD ⊂ C[η], by
UD
def
= Span{PD,n(η)
∣∣ n ∈ Z≥0}. (4.11)
Since the degree of PD,n(η) is ℓD + n, it is trivial that p(η) ∈ UD ⇒ deg p ≥ ℓD, except for
p(η) = 0. Corresponding to (2.31), the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials PˇD,n(x) with
x ∈ C satisfy the second order difference equations,
H˜contD (λ)PˇD,n(x;λ) = En(λ)PˇD,n(x;λ) (n ∈ Z≥0), (4.12)
where H˜contD (λ) is obtained from H˜D(λ) (2.30) by replacing the matrices e
±∂ with the shift
operators e±
d
dx ,
H˜contD (λ) = B(x;λ +M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
(
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
− e
d
dx
)
+D(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
(
ΞˇD(x− 1;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
− e−
d
dx
)
. (4.13)
For p(η) ∈ C[η], H˜contD (λ) acts on pˇ(x)
def
= p
(
η(x;λ+Mδ)
)
as
H˜contD (λ)pˇ(x) = B(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
(
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
pˇ(x)− pˇ(x+ 1)
)
+D(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
(
ΞˇD(x− 1;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
pˇ(x)− pˇ(x− 1)
)
. (4.14)
Let zeros of ΞD(η;λ) and ΞD(η;λ+δ) be β
(η)
j and β
′ (η)
j (j = 1, 2, . . . , ℓD), respectively, which
are simple for generic parameters (This property can be verified by numerical calculation but
we do not have its analytical proof. We assume this property in the following.). We define βj
and β ′j as β
(η)
j = η(βj;λ+Mδ) and β
′ (η)
j = η(β
′
j ;λ+Mδ). (For x ∈ C, η = η(x;λ) are not
one-to-one functions (η(x;λ) = η(−x− d;λ) for R, η(x;λ) = η(−x− λ4;λ) = η(x+
2πi
log q
;λ)
for qR), but it does not cause any problems in the following argument, because we need
(4.16) and it is determined by the values of η(βj : λ+Mδ) and η(βj − 1 : λ+Mδ) instead
of multi-valued βj.)
Let us consider the condition such that H˜contD (λ)pˇ(x) (4.14) is a polynomial in η(x;λ +
Mδ). The poles at x = β ′j , βj, βj − 1 in (4.14) should be canceled. First we consider x = β
′
j .
Since ΞˇD(x;λ+δ) = PˇD,0(x;λ) and PˇD,n(x;λ) (n > 0) do not have common roots for generic
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parameters (This property can be verified by numerical calculation but we do not have its
analytical proof. We assume this property in the following.), (4.14) with pˇ(x) = PˇD,n(x)
implies that the poles at x = β ′j are canceled, namely,
B(β ′j ;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(β
′
j;λ)
ΞˇD(β ′j + 1;λ)
ΞˇD(β
′
j + 1;λ+ δ)
+D(β ′j;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(β
′
j + 1;λ)
ΞˇD(β ′j ;λ)
ΞˇD(β
′
j − 1;λ+ δ) = 0 (j = 1, 2, . . . , ℓD). (4.15)
This relation implies that we do not need bother the poles at x = β ′j in (4.14) for general
p(η). Next we consider x = βj , βj − 1. For generic parameters, ΞˇD(x;λ) and ΞˇD(x + 1;λ)
do not have common roots, and the numerators of B(x;λ+M δ˜) and D(x;λ+M δ˜) do not
cancel the poles coming from ΞˇD(x;λ) and ΞˇD(x + 1;λ), and zeros of the denominators of
B(x;λ+M δ˜) and D(x;λ+M δ˜) do not coincide with βj and βj−1. The residue of the first
term of (4.14) at x = βj − 1 is
B(βj − 1;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(βj − 1;λ)
d
dx
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)|x=βj−1
(
ΞˇD(βj;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(βj − 1;λ+ δ)
pˇ(βj − 1)− pˇ(βj)
)
,
and that of the second term of (4.14) at x = βj is
D(βj;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(βj + 1;λ)
d
dx
ΞˇD(x;λ)|x=βj
(
ΞˇD(βj − 1;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(βj ;λ+ δ)
pˇ(βj)− pˇ(βj − 1)
)
.
These residues should be vanished. So we obtain the conditions:
ΞˇD(βj ;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(βj − 1;λ+ δ)
pˇ(βj − 1) = pˇ(βj) (j = 1, 2, . . . , ℓD). (4.16)
Let us assume deg p(η) < ℓD. Without loss of generality, we take p(η) as a monic
polynomial. Then the number of adjustable coefficients of p(η) is deg p(η). On the other
hand, the number of conditions (4.16) is ℓD. Therefore the conditions (4.16) can not be
satisfied for generic parameters, except for p(η) = 0.
Since any polynomial p(η) is expanded as
p(η) =
deg p−ℓD∑
n=0
anPD,n(η) + r(η), deg r(η) < ℓD
(
p(η) = r(η) for deg p < ℓD
)
,
we have
H˜contD (λ)pˇ(x) : a polynomial in η(x;λ+Mδ)
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⇔ H˜contD (λ)rˇ(x) : a polynomial in η(x;λ+Mδ)⇔ r(η) = 0.
Therefore we obtain the following proposition:
Proposition 2 For p(η) ∈ C[η], the following holds:
p(η) ∈ UD ⇔ H˜
cont
D (λ)pˇ(x) : a polynomial in η(x;λ+Mδ). (4.17)
4.1.3 step 2
Let us consider a polynomial X(η) satisfying (4.2). From Proposition 2, X(η) in (4.2) should
satisfy
H˜contD (λ)
(
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ)
)
: a polynomial in η(x;λ+Mδ).
Action of H˜contD (λ) on Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ) is
H˜contD (λ)
(
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ)
)
= Xˇ(x)H˜contD (λ)PˇD,n(x;λ)− B(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
(
Xˇ(x+ 1)− Xˇ(x)
)
PˇD,n(x+ 1;λ)
−D(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
(
Xˇ(x− 1)− Xˇ(x)
)
PˇD,n(x− 1;λ),
namely,
H˜contD (λ)
(
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ)
)
= En(λ)Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ) + F (x). (4.18)
Here F (x) is
F (x) = −B(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
(
Xˇ(x+ 1)− Xˇ(x)
)
PˇD,n(x+ 1;λ)
−D(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
(
Xˇ(x− 1)− Xˇ(x)
)
PˇD,n(x− 1;λ). (4.19)
Equations (4.4) and (4.1) imply
Xˇ(x)− Xˇ(x− 1) =
(
η(x;λ+Mδ)− η(x− 1;λ+Mδ)
)
×
(
a polynomial in η
(
x;λ+ (M − 1)δ
))
.
In order to cancel the zeros of ΞˇD(x;λ) = ΞD
(
η(x;λ+(M−1)δ);λ
)
in (4.19), the polynomial
appeared in the above expression should have the following form,
Xˇ(x)−Xˇ(x−1) =
(
η(x;λ+Mδ)−η(x−1;λ+Mδ)
)
ΞˇD(x;λ)Y
(
η(x;λ+(M−1)δ)
)
, (4.20)
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where Y (η) is an arbitrary polynomial in η. Note that this X(η) can be expressed in terms
of the map Iλ (4.7) by (4.9),
X(η) = Iλ+Mδ
[
ΞDY
]
(η). (4.21)
Then F (x) (4.19) becomes
F (x) = −B(x;λ+M δ˜)
(
η(x+ 1;λ+Mδ)− η(x;λ+Mδ)
)
× ΞˇD(x;λ)Y
(
η(x+ 1;λ+ (M − 1)δ)
)
PˇD,n(x+ 1;λ)
−D(x;λ+M δ˜)
(
η(x− 1;λ+Mδ)− η(x;λ+Mδ)
)
(4.22)
× ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)Y
(
η(x;λ+ (M − 1)δ)
)
PˇD,n(x− 1;λ).
From the explicit forms of B(x;λ) and D(x;λ) (A.1), we have
B(x;λ+M δ˜)
(
η(x+ 1;λ+Mδ)− η(x;λ+Mδ)
)
=

−
(x+ a)(x+ b)(x+M + c)(x+M + d)
2x+M + d
: R
−(1− q)
(1− aqx)(1− bqx)(1− cqx+M)(1− dqx+M)
qx+1(1− dq2x+M)
: qR
, (4.23)
D(x;λ+M δ˜)
(
η(x− 1;λ+Mδ)− η(x;λ+Mδ)
)
=

(x+M + d− a)(x+M + d− b)(x+ d− c)x
2x+M + d
: R
(1− q)
abc
d
(1− a−1dqx+M)(1− b−1dqx+M)(1− c−1dqx)(1− qx)
qx+1(1− dq2x+M)
: qR
. (4.24)
These denominators vanish at x = −1
2
(M + λ4)
def
= x0 and their residues are related as
Resx=x0
(
B(x;λ+M δ˜)
(
η(x+ 1;λ+Mδ)− η(x;λ+Mδ)
))
= −Resx=x0
(
D(x;λ+M δ˜)
(
η(x− 1;λ+Mδ)− η(x;λ+Mδ)
))
.
(For qR, (4.23)–(4.24) are rational functions of z = qx, and it is better to consider the residue
with respect to z at z = ±(dqM)−
1
2 .) At x = x0, we have
η
(
x0;λ+ (M − 1)δ
)
= η
(
x0 + 1;λ+ (M − 1)δ
)
, η(x0 + 1;λ+Mδ) = η(x0 − 1;λ+Mδ).
Combining these and (4.22), we obtain
Resx=x0F (x) = 0.
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Therefore F (x) (4.22) is a (Laurent) polynomial in x (qx). For the involution Iλ (2.15), we
have
Iλ+Mδ
(
B(x;λ+M δ˜)
(
η(x+ 1;λ+Mδ)− η(x;λ+Mδ)
))
= D(x;λ+M δ˜)
(
η(x− 1;λ+Mδ)− η(x;λ+Mδ)
)
,
Iλ+Mδ
(
η
(
x;λ+ (M − 1)δ
))
= η
(
x+ 1;λ+ (M − 1)δ
)
,
Iλ+Mδ
(
η(x+ 1;λ+Mδ)
)
= η(x− 1;λ+Mδ).
Hence F (x) (4.22) satisfies Iλ+Mδ
(
F (x)
)
= F (x). By Lemma1, F (x) is a polynomial in
η(x;λ +Mδ). Therefore, from (4.18), we have shown that H˜contD (λ)
(
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ)
)
is a
polynomial in η(x;λ+Mδ).
4.1.4 step 3
Let us summarize the result. For the denominator polynomial ΞD(η) = ΞD(η;λ) and a
polynomial in η, Y (η)( 6= 0), we set X(η) = X(η;λ) = XD,Y (η;λ) as
X(η) = Iλ+Mδ
[
ΞDY
]
(η), degX(η) = L = ℓD + deg Y (η) + 1, (4.25)
where ΞDY means a polynomial (ΞDY )(η) = ΞD(η)Y (η). Note that L ≥ M + 1 because of
ℓD ≥M . The minimal degree one, which corresponds to Y (η) = 1, is
Xmin(η) = Iλ+Mδ
[
ΞD
]
(η), degXmin(η) = ℓD + 1. (4.26)
Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Let the parameter a be an indeterminate. For any polynomial Y (η)( 6= 0), we
take X(η) = XD,Y (η) as (4.25). Then the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials PD,n(η)
satisfy 1 + 2L term recurrence relations with constant coefficients:
X(η)PD,n(η) =
L∑
k=−L
r
X,D
n,k PD,n+k(η) (n ∈ Z≥0 ; η ∈ C), (4.27)
or Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x) =
L∑
k=−L
r
X,D
n,k PˇD,n+k(x) (n ∈ Z≥0 ; x ∈ C). (4.28)
Remark 1 We have assumed the convention (2.32). If we replace
L∑
k=−L
with
L∑
k=−min(L,n)
, it
is unnecessary.
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Remark 2 As shown near (4.20), any polynomial X(η) giving the recurrence relations with
constant coefficients must have the form (4.25).
Remark 3 Direct verification of this theorem is rather straightforward for lower M and
smaller dj, n and deg Y , by a computer algebra system, e.g. Mathematica. The coefficients
r
X,D
n,k are explicitly obtained for small dj and n. However, to obtain the closed expression of
r
X,D
n,k for general n is not an easy task even for small dj, and it is a different kind of problem.
We present some examples in § 4.3.
Remark 4 Explicit examples (see § 4.3) suggest that, for 1 ≤ k ≤ L, the coefficients rX,Dn,k
have the factor
{
(a + n)k : R
(aqn; q)k : qR
and rX,Dn,−k have the factor
{
(n− k + 1)k : R
(qn−k+1; q)k : qR
.
Remark 5 Since Y (η) is arbitrary, we obtain infinitely many recurrence relations. However
not all of them are independent. The relations among them are unclear. For ‘M = 0 case’
(namely, ordinary orthogonal polynomials), it is trivial that recurrence relations obtained
from arbitrary Y (η) (deg Y ≥ 1) are derived by the three term recurrence relations.
4.2 Parameter a : (2.2)
In this subsection we assume that the parameter a is given by (2.2). We write a, ΞˇD(x),
PˇD,n(x), Xˇ(x), Y (η), r
X,D
n,k etc. in § 4.1 as those with bar: a¯,
ˇ¯ΞD(x),
ˇ¯PD,n(x),
ˇ¯X(η), Y¯ (η),
r¯
X¯,D
n,k etc. This notation is used in this subsection only. In the limit a¯ → a, the quantities
with bar reduce to the quantities without bar, if they exist. As remarked in the end of § 2,
the a¯ → a limit of ˇ¯PD,n(x) exists for n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmax} and x ∈ C, or n ∈ Z>nmax and
x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , xmax}, but does not exist for n ∈ Z>nmax and x ∈ C\{0, 1, . . . , xmax}, for which
ˇ¯PD,n(x) behaves as ∼
1
a¯−a
. Recall the relation (2.24). We take Y¯ (η) such that its a¯ → a
limit exists, lim
a¯→a
Y¯ (η) = Y (η). Then ˇ¯X(x) also has a finite limit, lim
a¯→a
ˇ¯X(x) = Xˇ(x). In (4.28)
with x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , xmax},
ˇ¯X(x), ˇ¯PD,n(x) and
ˇ¯PD,n+k(x) have finite a¯ → a limits. So the
coefficients r¯X¯,Dn,k also have finite limits, lim
a¯→a
r¯
X¯,D
n,k = r
X,D
n,k .
For n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmax}, the a¯→ a limit of (4.28) gives
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x) =
min(L,N−n)∑
k=−min(L,n)
r
X,D
n,k PˇD,n+k(x) + lim
a¯→a
L∑
k=min(L,N−n)+1
r¯
X¯,D
n,k
ˇ¯PD,n+k(x) (x ∈ C), (4.29)
where the second sum is zero unless N −L+1 ≤ n ≤ N . So, unless N −L+1 ≤ n ≤ N , we
have obtained the recurrence relations for a (2.2). Let us consider the caseN−L+1 ≤ n ≤ N .
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This relation implies
lim
a¯→a
L∑
k=min(L,N−n)+1
r¯
X¯,D
n,k
ˇ¯PD,n+k(x) : finite (x ∈ C).
Since this is a polynomial, this means
lim
a¯→a
r¯
X¯,D
n,k
ˇ¯PD,n+k(x) : finite (min(L,N − n) + 1 ≤ k ≤ L ; x ∈ C).
Note that min(L,N−n)+1 ≤ k ≤ L⇔ N−n+1 ≤ k ≤ L. By setting x ∈ C\{0, 1, . . . , xmax},
for which ˇ¯PD,n+k(x) diverge in the a¯→ a limit, we obtain
r
X,D
n,k = lim
a¯→a
r¯
X¯,D
n,k = 0 (N − n + 1 ≤ k ≤ L). (4.30)
Note that Remark 4 below Theorem2 is consistent with this. The relation (4.29) with x ∈
{0, 1, . . . , xmax}, for which
ˇ¯PD,n+k(x) have finite a¯→ a limits, gives the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Let the parameter a be (2.2). For any polynomial Y (η)( 6= 0), we take X(η) =
XD,Y (η) as (4.25). Then the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials PˇD,n(x) satisfy 1 + 2L
term recurrence relations with constant coefficients:
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x) =
min(L,N−n)∑
k=−min(L,n)
r
X,D
n,k PˇD,n+k(x)
(
n = 0, 1, . . . , n
max
x = 0, 1, . . . , x
max
)
. (4.31)
Remark 1 For L > 1
2
N , the number of terms is not 1 + 2L but N + 1.
Remark 2 Unless N − L + 1 ≤ n ≤ N , (4.31) is an equation as a polynomial, namely
it holds for x ∈ C. On the other hand, for N − L + 1 ≤ n ≤ N , (4.31) holds only for
x = 0, 1, . . . , xmax.
Remark 3 If we set rX,Dn,k = 0 unless 0 ≤ n + k ≤ nmax (see Remark 3 below Theorem2),
the sum
min(L,N−n)∑
k=−min(L,n)
in (4.31) can be rewritten as
L∑
k=−L
,
Xˇ(x;λ)PˇD,n(x;λ) =
L∑
k=−L
r
X,D
n,k (λ)PˇD,n+k(x;λ)
(
n = 0, 1, . . . , nmax
x = 0, 1, . . . , xmax
)
. (4.32)
Remark 4 By (4.10), Xˇ(x;λ) is expressed as
Xˇ(x;λ) =
x∑
j=1
(
η(j;λ+Mδ)− η(j − 1;λ+Mδ)
)
× ΞˇD(j;λ)Y
(
η(j;λ+ (M − 1)δ)
)
(x ∈ Z≥0). (4.33)
For later use, we provide a conjecture about rX,Dn,k .
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Conjecture 1 The coefficients rX,Dn,k are rational functions of n (for R) or q
n (for qR). They
satisfy
R : rX,Dn,k (λ)
∣∣∣
n→−n−d˜
= rX,Dn,−k(λ), qR : r
X,D
n,k (λ)
∣∣∣
qn→q−nd˜−1
= rX,Dn,−k(λ), (4.34)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ L. Therefore rX,Dn,k (λ) + r
X,D
n,−k(λ) (1 ≤ k ≤ L) is a rational function of En(λ)
and let this rational function be Ik(z) = Ik(z;λ), namely Ik
(
En(λ);λ
)
= rX,Dn,k (λ) + r
X,D
n,−k(λ).
The following function I(z) = I(z;λ),
I(z)
def
=
L∏
j=1
αj(z)α2L+1−j(z)×
L∑
k=1
Ik(z), (4.35)
is a polynomial of degree 2L in z. Here αj(z)α2L+1−j(z) will be given in (5.10).
The recurrence relations (4.27) or (4.31) with η = 0 or x = 0 and the normalization
(2.22) give
r
X,D
n,0 = −
L∑
k=1
(
r
X,D
n,k + r
X,D
n,−k
)
. (4.36)
Hence (4.34) also holds for k = 0 and the second factor of I(z) (4.35) corresponds to −rX,Dn,0 .
By the recurrence relations (4.31) and orthogonality relations (2.29) (with an appropriate
range of parameters (2.19)), we have
xmax∑
x=0
ψD(x;λ)
2
ΞˇD(1;λ)
(
Xˇ(x;λ)PˇD,n(x;λ)
)
PˇD,n+k(x;λ) =
r
X,D
n,k (λ)
dD,n+k(λ)2
=
xmax∑
x=0
ψD(x;λ)
2
ΞˇD(1;λ)
PˇD,n(x;λ)
(
Xˇ(x;λ)PˇD,n+k(x;λ)
)
=
r
X,D
n+k,−k(λ)
dD,n(λ)2
,
for 1 ≤ k ≤ L and n+ k ≤ nmax. So we obtain the relations among the coefficients r
X,D
n,k ,
r
X,D
n+k,−k(λ) =
dD,n(λ)
2
dD,n+k(λ)2
r
X,D
n,k (λ) (1 ≤ k ≤ L ; n + k ≤ nmax), (4.37)
which are valid for any parameter ranges (except for the zeros of the denominators). There-
fore it is sufficient to find rX,Dn,k (1 ≤ k ≤ L). For sufficiently large N (or treating a as an
indeterminate), the top coefficient rX,Dn,L is easily obtained by comparing the highest degree
terms,
r
X,D
n,L =
cXcPD,n
cPD,n+L
, (4.38)
where cX is the coefficient of the highest term of X(η) = cXηL + (lower order terms) and
cPD,n is given by (A.17).
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4.3 Examples
For illustration, we present some examples of the coefficients rX,Dn,k of the recurrence relations
(4.2) for X(η) = Xmin(η) and small dj. The parameter a is treated as an indeterminate.
Since the overall normalization of X(η) is not important, we multiply X(η) (4.25) by an
appropriate factor.
4.3.1 multi-indexed Racah polynomials
We set σ1 = a + b, σ2 = ab, σ
′
1 = c+ d and σ
′
2 = cd.
Ex.1 D = {1}, Y (η) = 1 (⇒ X(η) = Xmin(η)): 5-term recurrence relations
X(η) = 2c(d− a + 1)(d− b+ 1)Iλ+δ[ΞD](η)
= η
(
(2− σ1 + σ
′
1)η − σ1(2c+ d+ 2σ
′
2) + 2σ2c+ 2σ
′
1 + σ
′
2(5 + 2d) + d
2
)
,
r
X,D
n,2 =
(2− σ1 + σ
′
1)(c+ n)(c+ n+ 3)(a+ n, b+ n, d˜+ n)2
(d˜+ 2n)4
,
r
X,D
n,−2 =
(2− σ1 + σ
′
1)(d˜− c+ n− 3)(d˜− c+ n)(d˜− a+ n− 1, d˜− b+ n− 1, n− 1)2
(d˜+ 2n− 3)4
,
r
X,D
n,1 =
2(a+ n)(b+ n)(c+ n)(c+ n + 2)(d˜− c+ n)(d˜+ n)
(d˜+ 2n+ 3)(d˜+ 2n− 1)3
×
(
−2(2− σ1 + σ
′
1)n(n + d˜+ 1) + 2(1− d˜)(1 + c− σ2) + d(1− d˜
2)
)
, (4.39)
r
X,D
n,−1 =
2n(d˜− a+ n)(d˜− b+ n)(c+ n)(d˜− c+ n− 2)(d˜− c+ n)
(d˜+ 2n− 3)(d˜+ 2n− 1)3
×
(
−2(2− σ1 + σ
′
1)n(n + d˜− 1) + 2(1 + c− σ2) + 2(σ2 + c− d˜)d˜+ d(1− d˜
2)
)
,
r
X,D
n,0 = −
2∑
k=1
(
r
X,D
n,−k + r
X,D
n,k
)
.
Direct calculation shows that I(z) (4.35) is a polynomial of degree 4 in z. Its explicit form
is somewhat lengthy and we omit it.
We have also obtained 7-term recurrence relations for D = {2}, {1, 2} with X(η) =
Xmin(η) and D = {1} with non-minimal X(η) (Y (η) = η). Since the explicit forms of r
X,D
n,k
are somewhat lengthy, we do not write down them here.
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4.3.2 multi-indexed q-Racah polynomials
We set σ1 = a + b, σ2 = ab, σ
′
1 = c+ d and σ
′
2 = cd.
Ex.1 D = {1}, Y (η) = 1 (⇒ X(η) = Xmin(η)): 5-term recurrence relations
X(η) = (1 + q)(1− c)(1− a−1dq)(1− b−1dq)Iλ+δ[ΞD](η)
= η
(
(1− σ−12 σ
′
2q
2)η + σ−12 q
2(1 + q − 2cq)d2
− σ−12
(
σ1q(1 + q)(1− c) + (1− q)(σ2 + cq
2)
)
d+ 2− c(1 + q)
)
,
r
X,D
n,2 =
(1− σ−12 σ
′
2q
2)(1− cqn)(1− cqn+3)(aqn, bqn, d˜qn; q)2
(d˜q2n; q)4
,
r
X,D
n,−2 =
d2q2(1− σ−12 σ
′
2q
2)(1− c−1d˜qn−3)(1− c−1d˜qn)(a−1d˜qn−1, b−1d˜qn−1, qn−1; q)2
(d˜q2n−3; q)4
,
r
X,D
n,1 =
(1 + q)(1− aqn)(1− bqn)(1− cqn)(1− cqn+2)(1− c−1d˜qn)(1− d˜qn)
σ2d(1− d˜q2n+3)(d˜q2n−1; q)3
×
(
−
(
σ2σ
′
1 + σ1(1− c)dq − σ
′
1dq
2
)
(σ2cq
2n + d)
+ (q + q−1)d
(
σ1σ2c+ σ2(1− c)σ
′
1q − σ1σ
′
2q
2
)
qn
)
, (4.40)
r
X,D
n,−1 =
(1 + q)(1− qn)(1− a−1d˜qn)(1− b−1d˜qn)(1− cqn)(1− c−1d˜qn−2)(1− c−1d˜qn)
σ2(1− d˜q2n−3)(d˜q2n−1; q)3
×
(
−
(
σ2σ
′
1 + σ1(1− c)dq − σ
′
1dq
2
)
(σ2cq
2n−1 + dq)
+ (q + q−1)d
(
σ1σ2c+ σ2(1− c)σ
′
1q − σ1σ
′
2q
2
)
qn
)
,
r
X,D
n,0 = −
2∑
k=1
(
r
X,D
n,−k + r
X,D
n,k
)
.
Direct calculation shows that I(z) (4.35) is a polynomial of degree 4 in z. Its explicit form
is somewhat lengthy and we omit it.
We have also obtained 7-term recurrence relations for D = {2} with X(η) = Xmin(η).
Since the explicit forms of rX,Dn,k are somewhat lengthy, we do not write down them here.
5 Generalized Closure Relations and Creation and An-
nihilation Operators
In this section we discuss the generalized closure relations and the creation and annihilation
operators of the multi-indexed (q-)Racah rdQM systems described by HD (2.27).
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First let us recapitulate the essence of the (generalized) closure relation [25]. The closure
relation of order K is an algebraic relation between a Hamiltonian H and some operator X
(= X(η(x)) = Xˇ(x)) [25]:
(adH)KX =
K−1∑
i=0
(adH)iX · Ri(H) +R−1(H), (5.1)
where (adH)X = [H, X ], (adH)0X = X and Ri(z) = R
X
i (z) is a polynomial in z. The
original closure relation [39, 30] corresponds to K = 2. Since the closure relation of order K
implies that of order K ′ > K, we are interested in the smallest integer K satisfying (5.1).
We assume that the matrix A = (aij)1≤i,j≤K (ai+1,i = 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1), ai+1,K = Ri(z)
(0 ≤ i ≤ K − 1), aij = 0 (others)) has K distinct real non-vanishing eigenvalues αi = αi(z)
for z ≥ 0, which are indexed in decreasing order α1(z) > α2(z) > · · · > αK(z). Then we
obtain the exact Heisenberg solution of X ,
XH(t)
def
= eiHtXe−iHt =
∞∑
n=0
(it)n
n!
(adH)nX =
K∑
j=1
a(j)eiαj(H)t − R−1(H)R0(H)
−1. (5.2)
Here a(j) = a(j)(H, X) (1 ≤ j ≤ K) are creation or annihilation operators,
a(j) =
( K∑
i=1
(adH)i−1X · pij(H) +R−1(H)αj(H)
−1
) K∏
k=1
k 6=j
(αj(H)− αk(H))
−1, (5.3)
where pij(z) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ K) are
pij(z) = αj(z)
K−i −
K−i∑
k=1
RK−k(z)αj(z)
K−i−k. (5.4)
Let us consider the rdQM systems described by the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials.
The Hamiltonian is HD (2.27) and a candidate of the operator X is a polynomial X(η(x)) =
Xˇ(x) discussed in § 4. The closure relation (5.1) is now
(adHD)
KX =
K−1∑
i=0
(adHD)
iX · Ri(HD) +R−1(HD), (5.5)
where X is a diagonal matrix X = (Xˇ(x)δx,y)0≤x,y≤xmax. (In the notation used in (2.10), this
matrix X is expressed as Xˇ(x)1 or simply Xˇ(x).) From the tridiagonal form of HD and by
assuming that N is sufficiently large, polynomials Ri(z) = R
X
i (z) have the following degrees,
Ri(z) =
K−i∑
j=0
r
(j)
i z
j (0 ≤ i ≤ K − 1), R−1(z) =
K∑
j=0
r
(j)
−1z
j , (5.6)
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where r
(j)
i = r
X(j)
i are coefficients.
The method of [25] is (i) Find X and Ri(z) satisfying (5.1), (ii) Calculate the eigenvalues
αj(z), (iii) Heisenberg solution XH(t) is obtained, (iv) Creation/annihilation operators a
(j)
are obtained. Here we reverse a part of the logic, namely exchange (i) and (ii). First we
define functions αj(z) by guess work. Next, polynomials Ri(z) are defined by using αj(z)
and Conjecture 1. Then we check the closure relation (5.5) for these Ri(z) and X with Xˇ(x)
given in § 4.
Let us define αj(z) (1 ≤ j ≤ 2L) as follows:
R : αj(z) =
{
(L+ 1− j)2 + (L+ 1− j)
√
4z + d˜2 (1 ≤ j ≤ L)
(j − L)2 − (j − L)
√
4z + d˜2 (L+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2L)
, (5.7)
qR : αj(z) =

1
2
(
(q−
1
2
(L+1−j) − q
1
2
(L+1−j))2(z + 1 + d˜)
+(q−(L+1−j) − qL+1−j)
√
(z + 1 + d˜)2 − 4d˜
)
(1 ≤ j ≤ L)
1
2
(
(q−
1
2
(j−L) − q
1
2
(j−L))2(z + 1 + d˜)
−(q−(j−L) − qj−L)
√
(z + 1 + d˜)2 − 4d˜
)
(L+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2L)
. (5.8)
The pair of αj(z) and α2L+1−j(z) (1 ≤ j ≤ L) satisfies
αj(z) + α2L+1−j(z) =
{
2(L+ 1− j)2 : R
(q−
1
2
(L+1−j) − q
1
2
(L+1−j))2(z + 1 + d˜) : qR
, (5.9)
αj(z)α2L+1−j(z) =

(L+ 1− j)2
(
(L+ 1− j)2 − 4z − d˜2
)
: R
(q−
1
2
(L+1−j) − q
1
2
(L+1−j))2
×
(
(q−
1
2
(L+1−j) + q
1
2
(L+1−j))2d˜− (z + 1 + d˜)2
)
: qR
. (5.10)
These αj(z) satisfy
α1(z) > α2(z) > · · · > αL(z) > 0 > αL+1(z) > αL+2(z) > · · · > α2L(z) (z ≥ 0), (5.11)
for d˜ > 2L − 1 (R) and d˜ < q2L−1 (qR). We remark that αj(En) is square root free,√
4En + d˜2 = 2n + d˜ for R and
√
(En + 1 + d˜)2 − 4d˜2 = q
−n − d˜qn for qR. It is easy to
show the following:
αj(En) =
{
En+L+1−j − En > 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ L)
En−(j−L) − En < 0 (L+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2L)
. (5.12)
Like the Wilson and Askey-Wilson cases [22], we conjecture the following.
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Conjecture 2 Take X(η) as Theorem 3 and take Ri(z) (−1 ≤ i ≤ 2L− 1) as follows:
Ri(z) = (−1)
i+1
∑
1≤j1<j2<···<j2L−i≤2L
αj1(z)αj2(z) · · ·αj2L−i(z) (0 ≤ i ≤ 2L− 1), (5.13)
R−1(z) = −I(z), (5.14)
where I(z) is given by (4.35). Then the closure relation of order K = 2L (5.5) holds.
We remark that Ri(z) in (5.13) are indeed polynomials in z, because RHS of (5.13) are
symmetric under the exchange of αj and α2L+1−j and their sum and product are polynomials
in z, (5.9)–(5.10). Since Ri(z) (0 ≤ i ≤ 2L− 1) are expressed in terms of αj(z), they do not
depend on D and X (except for degX = L). Only R−1(z) depends on D and X . For ‘L = 1
case’, namely the original system (D = ∅, ℓD = 0, ΞD(η) = 1, X(η) = Xmin(η) = η), this
generalized closure relation reduces to the original closure relation [30]. Direct verification of
this conjecture is straightforward for lower M and smaller dj , deg Y and N , by a computer
algebra system.
Let us assume d˜ > 2L − 1 for R and d˜ < q2L−1 for qR. If Conjecture 2 is true, we have
the exact Heisenberg operator solution XH(t) (5.2) and the creation/annihilation operators
a(j) = aD,X(j) (5.3). Action of (5.2) on φD n(x) (2.25) is
eiHDtXe−iHDtφD n(x) =
2L∑
j=1
eiαj(En)ta(j)φD n(x)− R−1(En)R0(En)
−1φD n(x).
On the other hand the LHS turns out to be
eiHDtXe−iHDtφD n(x) = e
iHDtXe−iEntφD n(x) = e
−iEnteiHDt
L∑
k=−L
r
X,D
n,k φD n+k(x)
=
L∑
k=−L
ei(En+k−En)t r
X,D
n,k φD n+k(x),
where we have used (4.32). Comparing these t-dependence, we obtain (5.12) and
a(j)φD n(x) =
{
r
X,D
n,L+1−jφD n+L+1−j(x) (1 ≤ j ≤ L)
r
X,D
n,−(j−L)φD n−(j−L)(x) (L+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2L)
, (5.15)
−R−1(En)R0(En)
−1 = rX,Dn,0 , (5.16)
where rX,Dn,k = 0 unless 0 ≤ n+k ≤ nmax. Note that (5.16) is consistent with Conjecture 1 and
(4.36). Therefore a(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ L) and a(j) (L+1 ≤ j ≤ 2L) are creation and annihilation op-
erators, respectively. Among them, a(L) and a(L+1) are fundamental, a(L)φD,n(x) ∝ φD n+1(x)
and a(L+1)φD,n(x) ∝ φD n−1(x). Furthermore, X = Xmin case is the most basic.
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By the similarity transformation (see (2.30)), the closure relation (5.5) becomes
(ad H˜D)
KX =
K−1∑
i=0
(ad H˜D)
iX · Ri(H˜D) +R−1(H˜D), (5.17)
and the creation/annihilation operators for eigenpolynomials can be obtained,
a˜(j)
def
= ψD(x)
−1 ◦ a(j)(HD, X) ◦ ψD(x) = a
(j)(H˜D, X), (5.18)
a˜(j)PˇD,n(x) =
{
r
X,D
n,L+1−jPˇD,n+L+1−j(x) (1 ≤ j ≤ L)
r
X,D
n,−(j−L)PˇD,n−(j−L)(x) (L+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2L)
. (5.19)
6 Summary and Comments
Following the preceding papers on the multi-indexed Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials in
oQM [19, 22, 24] and the multi-indexed Wilson and Askey-Wilson polynomials in idQM
[19, 22], we have discussed the recurrence relations for the multi-indexed Racah and q-
Racah polynomials in rdQM. The 3+2M term recurrence relations with variable dependent
coefficients (3.14) are derived (Theorem1). They provide an efficient method to calculate the
multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials. Two different kinds of the 1 + 2L term (L ≥ M + 1)
recurrence relations with constant coefficients (4.27) and (4.31) are derived (Theorem2,
3), and their examples are presented. Since Y (η) is arbitrary, we obtain infinitely many
recurrence relations. Not all of them are independent, but the relations among them are
unclear. To clarify their relations is an important problem. The most basic one is the minimal
degree one Xmin(η) (4.26), which gives 3 + 2ℓD term recurrence relations. Corresponding
to the recurrence relations with constant coefficients, the rdQM systems described by the
multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials satisfy the generalized closure relations, from which the
creation and annihilation operators are obtained. There are many creation and annihilation
operators and it is an interesting problem to study their relations. A proof and some data of
the recurrence relations with constant coefficients for the multi-indexed Wilson and Askey-
Wilson polynomials are presented in Appendix B and C, respectively.
In rdQM, dual polynomials are introduced naturally [2, 30, 31]. The polynomial Pn(η(x))
and its dual polynomial Qx(En) are related as Pn(η(x)) = Qx(En), where the roles of the vari-
able and the ‘degree’ (the number of zeros) are interchanged. The multi-indexed (q-)Racah
polynomials PD,n(η(x)) satisfy the second order difference equations [13] and the 1 + 2L
term recurrence relations with constant coefficients derived in this paper. Let us introduce
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dual polynomial QD,x(En) as PD,n(η(x)) ∝ QD,x(En). Then dual polynomials QD,x(En) sat-
isfy the three term recurrence relations and various 2L-th order difference equations which
depend on the choice of Y (η). Therefore dual polynomials QD,x(En) are ordinary orthogonal
polynomials and they are the Krall-type. It is an interesting problem to study these dual
polynomials in detail. We will report on this topic elsewhere [40].
The (q-)Racah polynomial P
(q)R
n (η) and the (Askey-)Wilson polynomial P
(A)W
n (η) are the
‘same’ polynomials [33]. The replacement rule of this correspondence is
ix(A)W = γ
(
x(q)R + 1
2
λ
(q)R
4
)
, λ(A)W = λ(q)R − 1
2
λ
(q)R
4 δ
(q)R, (6.1)
which gives
PRn (η;λ
R) = (a, b, c)−1n P
W
n
(
−η − 1
4
d2;λW
)
, (6.2)
P qRn (η;λ
qR) = d
n
2 (a, b, c; q)−1n P
AW
n
(
1
2
d−
1
2 (η + 1 + d);λAW
)
. (6.3)
(The relation between qR and AW is given in [36]. See [36] for notation.) This property
is inherited to the multi-indexed polynomials. The multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomial
P
(q)R
D,n (η) and the multi-indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomial P
(A)W
D,n (η) with all type I indices
are the ‘same’ polynomials. The replacement rule of this correspondence is
ix(A)W = γ
(
x(q)R + 1
2
M + 1
2
λ
(q)R
4
)
, λ(A)W = λ(q)R − 1
2
λ
(q)R
4 δ
(q)R, (6.4)
which gives
PRD,n(η;λ
R) = (−1)ℓD+n
cP RD,n(λ
R)
cP WD,n (λ
W)
PWD,n
(
−η − 1
4
(d+M)2;λW
)
, (6.5)
P
qR
D,n(η;λ
qR) =
(
2d
1
2 q
1
2
M
)ℓD+n cP qRD,n (λqR)
cP AWD,n (λ
AW)
PAWD,n
(
1
2
d−
1
2 q−
1
2
M(η + 1 + dqM);λAW
)
. (6.6)
Here cPD,n(λ) is the coefficient of the highest degree term of PD,n(η;λ) and they are given by
(A.17) (eq.(3.59) in [13]) and eq.(A.7) in [11]. Therefore the recurrence relations of the multi-
indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomials give those of the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials.
Conversely, the recurrence relations of the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials give those
of the multi-indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomials with all type I indices.
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A Data for Multi-indexed (q-)Racah Polynomials
In this appendix we present some data for the multi-indexed (q-)Racah polynomials [30, 13],
which are not presented in the main text.
• potential functions:
B(x;λ) =

−
(x+ a)(x+ b)(x+ c)(x+ d)
(2x+ d)(2x+ 1 + d)
: R
−
(1− aqx)(1− bqx)(1− cqx)(1− dqx)
(1− dq2x)(1− dq2x+1)
: qR
,
D(x;λ) =

−
(x+ d− a)(x+ d− b)(x+ d− c)x
(2x− 1 + d)(2x+ d)
: R
−d˜
(1− a−1dqx)(1− b−1dqx)(1− c−1dqx)(1− qx)
(1− dq2x−1)(1− dq2x)
: qR
. (A.1)
• coefficients of the three term recurrence relations: (A−1(λ)
def
= 0)
Bn(λ) = −An(λ)− Cn(λ),
An(λ) =

(n+ a)(n + b)(n+ c)(n + d˜)
(2n+ d˜)(2n+ 1 + d˜)
: R
(1− aqn)(1− bqn)(1− cqn)(1− d˜qn)
(1− d˜q2n)(1− d˜q2n+1)
: qR
, (A.2)
Cn(λ) =

(n+ d˜− a)(n+ d˜− b)(n+ d˜− c)n
(2n− 1 + d˜)(2n+ d˜)
: R
d
(1− a−1d˜qn)(1− b−1d˜qn)(1− c−1d˜qn)(1− qn)
(1− d˜q2n−1)(1− d˜q2n)
: qR
.
• ground state eigenvector: φ0(x;λ) > 0
φ0(x;λ)
2 =

(a, b, c, d)x
(d− a + 1, d− b+ 1, d− c+ 1, 1)x
2x+ d
d
: R
(a, b, c, d ; q)x
(a−1dq, b−1dq, c−1dq, q ; q)x d˜x
1− dq2x
1− d
: qR
. (A.3)
• normalization constant: dn(λ) > 0
dn(λ)
2 =

(a, b, c, d˜)n
(d˜− a+ 1, d˜− b+ 1, d˜− c+ 1, 1)n
2n + d˜
d˜
×
(−1)N (d− a + 1, d− b+ 1, d− c+ 1)N
(d˜+ 1)N(d+ 1)2N
: R
(a, b, c, d˜ ; q)n
(a−1d˜q, b−1d˜q, c−1d˜q, q ; q)n dn
1− d˜q2n
1− d˜
×
(−1)N (a−1dq, b−1dq, c−1dq ; q)N d˜
Nq
1
2
N(N+1)
(d˜q ; q)N(dq ; q)2N
: qR
. (A.4)
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• energy eigenvalue:
En(λ) =
{
n(n + d˜) : R
(q−n − 1)(1− d˜qn) : qR
. (A.5)
• auxiliary functions: (convention:
∏
1≤j<k≤M
∗ = 1 for M = 0, 1)
ϕ(x;λ)
def
=
η(x+ 1;λ)− η(x;λ)
η(1;λ)
=

2x+ d+ 1
d+ 1
: R
q−x − dqx+1
1− dq
: qR
, (A.6)
ϕM(x;λ)
def
=
∏
1≤j<k≤M
η(x+ k − 1;λ)− η(x+ j − 1;λ)
η(k − j;λ)
(ϕ0(x) = ϕ1(x) = 1)
=
∏
1≤j<k≤M
ϕ
(
x+ j − 1;λ+ (k − j − 1)δ
)
. (A.7)
• potential functions B′(x;λ)
def
= B
(
x; t(λ)
)
, D′(x;λ)
def
= D
(
x; t(λ)
)
:
B′(x;λ) =

−
(x+ d− a+ 1)(x+ d− b+ 1)(x+ c)(x+ d)
(2x+ d)(2x+ 1 + d)
: R
−
(1 − a−1dqx+1)(1− b−1dqx+1)(1− cqx)(1− dqx)
(1− dq2x)(1− dq2x+1)
: qR
,
D′(x;λ) =

−
(x+ a− 1)(x+ b− 1)(x+ d− c)x
(2x− 1 + d)(2x+ d)
: R
−
cdq
ab
(1− aqx−1)(1− bqx−1)(1− c−1dqx)(1− qx)
(1− dq2x−1)(1− dq2x)
: qR
. (A.8)
• α(λ) and virtual state energy E˜v:
α(λ) =
{
1 : R
abd−1q−1 : qR
, E˜v(λ) =
{
−(c + v)(d˜− c− v) : R
−(1− cqv)(1− c−1d˜q−v) : qR
. (A.9)
• rj(xj ;λ,M) (1 ≤ j ≤ M + 1): (xj
def
= x+ j − 1)
rj(xj ;λ,M) =

(x+ a, x+ b)j−1(x+ d− a+ j, x+ d− b+ j)M+1−j
(d− a+ 1, d− b+ 1)M
: R
(aqx, bqx; q)j−1(a
−1dqx+j, b−1dqx+j; q)M+1−j
(abd−1q−1)j−1qMx(a−1dq, b−1dq; q)M
: qR
. (A.10)
• normalization constants CD(λ), CD,n(λ), d˜D,n(λ) > 0 and dD,n(λ) > 0 :
CD(λ) =
1
ϕM(0;λ)
∏
1≤j<k≤M
E˜dj(λ)− E˜dk(λ)
α(λ)B′(j − 1;λ)
, (A.11)
CD,n(λ) = (−1)
MCD(λ)d˜D,n(λ)
2, (A.12)
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d˜D,n(λ)
2 =
ϕM(0;λ)
ϕM+1(0;λ)
M∏
j=1
En(λ)− E˜dj (λ)
α(λ)B′(j − 1;λ)
, (A.13)
dD,n(λ) = dn(λ)d˜D,n(λ). (A.14)
• coefficients of the highest degree term:
Pn(η;λ) = cn(λ)η
n + (lower order terms), PD(η;λ) = c
P
D,n(λ)η
ℓD+n + (lower order terms),
ξv(η;λ) = c˜v(λ)η
v + (lower order terms), ΞD(η;λ) = c
Ξ
D(λ)η
ℓD + (lower order terms),
cn(λ) =

(d˜+ n)n
(a, b, c)n
: R
(d˜qn; q)n
(a, b, c; q)n
: qR
, c˜v(λ) =

(c+ d− a− b+ v + 1)v
(d− a+ 1, d− b+ 1, c)v
: R
(a−1b−1cdqv+1; q)v
(a−1dq, b−1dq, c; q)v
: qR
, (A.15)
cΞD(λ) =
M∏
j=1
c˜dj(λ)×

∏M
j=1(d− a + 1, d− b+ 1, c)j−1∏
1≤j<k≤M
(c+ d− a− b+ dj + dk + 1)
: R
∏M
j=1(a
−1dq, b−1dq, c; q)j−1∏
1≤j<k≤M
(1− a−1b−1cdqdj+dk+1)
: qR
, (A.16)
cPD,n(λ) = c
Ξ
D(λ)cn(λ)×

M∏
j=1
c+ j − 1
c+ dj + n
: R
M∏
j=1
1− cqj−1
1− cqdj+n
: qR
. (A.17)
• potential functions BD(x;λ) and DD(x;λ) :
BD(x;λ) = B(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
,
DD(x;λ) = D(x;λ+M δ˜)
ΞˇD(x+ 1;λ)
ΞˇD(x;λ)
ΞˇD(x− 1;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
. (A.18)
• Casorati determinant (Casoratian) of a set of n functions {fj(x)} :
WC[f1, f2, . . . , fn](x)
def
= det
(
fk(x+ j − 1)
)
1≤j,k≤n
, (A.19)
(for n = 0, we set WC[·](x) = 1).
• potential functions Bˆd1...ds(x;λ) and Dˆd1...ds(x;λ) :
Bˆd1...ds(x;λ)
def
= αB′(x+ s− 1;λ)
WC[ξˇd1, . . . , ξˇds−1 ](x;λ)
WC[ξˇd1 , . . . , ξˇds−1](x+ 1;λ)
WC[ξˇd1 , . . . , ξˇds ](x+ 1;λ)
WC[ξˇd1 , . . . , ξˇds](x;λ)
,
Dˆd1...ds(x;λ)
def
= αD′(x;λ)
WC[ξˇd1 , . . . , ξˇds−1](x+ 1;λ)
WC[ξˇd1, . . . , ξˇds−1 ](x;λ)
WC[ξˇd1 , . . . , ξˇds](x− 1;λ)
WC[ξˇd1 , . . . , ξˇds](x;λ)
. (A.20)
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B Proof of Conjecture 2 in Ref. [22]
In [22] we discussed the recurrence relations with constant coefficients for the multi-indexed
Wilson (W) and Askey-Wilson (AW) polynomials and presented Conjecture 2,
Conjecture 2 in [22] For any polynomial Y (η), we take X(η) as
X(η) = I[ΞDY ](η), degX(η) = L = ℓD + deg Y (η) + 1.
Then the multi-indexed Wilson and Askey-Wilson polynomials PD,n(η) satisfy
1 + 2L term recurrence relations with constant coefficients:
X(η)PD,n(η) =
L∑
k=−L
r
X,D
n,k PD,n+k(η) (∀n ∈ Z≥0).
Here we prove this conjecture by the same method used in § 4.1. The ‘step 0’ was given in
[22]. We follow the notation of [11, 22]. (Many same symbols are used for (q-)R and (A)W
cases, but all the quantities used in this appendix correspond to (A)W cases.)
B.1 Step 1
The sinusoidal coordinates are η(x) = x2 (W) and η(x) = cosx (AW), and the parameters
ai (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) satisfy {a
∗
1, a
∗
2} = {a1, a2} (as a set) and {a
∗
3, a
∗
4} = {a3, a4} (as a set). The
denominator polynomials ΞD(η) and the multi-indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomials PD,n(η)
(n ∈ Z≥0) are
ΞˇD(x;λ)
def
= ΞD
(
η(x);λ
)
, deg ΞD(η) = ℓD, Ξ
∗
D(η) = ΞD(η), (B.1)
PˇD,n(x;λ)
def
= PD,n
(
η(x);λ
)
, degPD,n(η) = ℓD + n, P
∗
D,n(η;λ) = PD,n(η;λ), (B.2)
and PD,0(η;λ) ∝ ΞD(η;λ+ δ). Let us define the set of finite linear combinations of PD,n(η),
UD ⊂ C[η], by
UD
def
= Span{PD,n(η)
∣∣ n ∈ Z≥0}. (B.3)
Since the degree of PD,n(η) is ℓD + n, it is trivial that p(η) ∈ UD ⇒ deg p ≥ ℓD, except for
p(η) = 0. The multi-indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomials PˇD,n(x) with x ∈ C satisfy second
order difference equations,
H˜D(λ)PˇD,n(x;λ) = En(λ)PˇD,n(x;λ) (n ∈ Z≥0), (B.4)
where H˜D(λ) is
H˜D(λ) = V (x;λ
[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)
(
eγp −
ΞˇD(x− iγ;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
)
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+ V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)
(
e−γp −
ΞˇD(x+ iγ;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
)
. (B.5)
For p(η) ∈ C[η], H˜D(λ) acts on pˇ(x)
def
= p
(
η(x)
)
as
H˜D(λ)pˇ(x) = V (x;λ
[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)
(
pˇ(x− iγ)−
ΞˇD(x− iγ;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
pˇ(x)
)
+ V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)
(
pˇ(x+ iγ)−
ΞˇD(x+ iγ;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(x;λ+ δ)
pˇ(x)
)
. (B.6)
Let zeros of ΞD(η;λ) and ΞD(η;λ+δ) be β
(η)
j and β
′ (η)
j (j = 1, 2, . . . , ℓD), respectively, which
are simple for generic parameters. We define βj and β
′
j as β
(η)
j = η(βj) and β
′ (η)
j = η(β
′
j).
(For x ∈ C, η = η(x) are not one-to-one functions, but it does not cause any problems in
the following argument.)
Let us consider the condition such that H˜D(λ)pˇ(x) (B.6) is a polynomial in η(x). The
poles at x = β ′j, βj ± i
γ
2
in (B.6) should be canceled. First we consider x = β ′j . Since
ΞˇD(x;λ + δ) ∝ PˇD,0(x;λ) and PˇD,n(x;λ) (n > 0) do not have common roots for generic
parameters, (B.6) with pˇ(x) = PˇD,n(x) implies that the poles at x = β
′
j are canceled, namely,
V (β ′j ;λ
[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(β
′
j + i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(β ′j − i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(β
′
j − iγ;λ+ δ)
+ V ∗(β ′j ;λ
[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(β
′
j − i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(β ′j + i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(β
′
j + iγ;λ+ δ) = 0 (j = 1, 2, . . . , ℓD). (B.7)
This relation implies that we do not need bother the poles at x = β ′j in (B.6) for general p(η).
Next we consider x = βj ± i
γ
2
. For generic parameters, ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ) and ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ) do
not common roots, and the numerators of V (x;λ[MI,MII]) and V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII]) do not cancel
the poles coming from ΞˇD(x ± i
γ
2
;λ), and zeros of the denominators of V (x;λ[MI,MII]) and
V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII]) do not coincide with βj ± i
γ
2
. The residue of the first term of (B.6) at
x = βj + i
γ
2
is
V (βj + i
γ
2
;λ[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(βj + iγ;λ)
d
dx
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)|x=βj+i γ2
(
pˇ(βj − i
γ
2
)−
ΞˇD(βj − i
γ
2
;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(βj + i
γ
2
;λ+ δ)
pˇ(βj + i
γ
2
)
)
,
and that of the second term of (B.6) at x = βj − i
γ
2
is
V ∗(βj − i
γ
2
;λ[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(βj − iγ;λ)
d
dx
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)|x=βj−i γ2
(
pˇ(βj + i
γ
2
)−
ΞˇD(βj + i
γ
2
;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(βj − i
γ
2
;λ+ δ)
pˇ(βj − i
γ
2
)
)
.
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These residues should be vanished. So we obtain the conditions:
ΞˇD(βj − i
γ
2
;λ+ δ)
ΞˇD(βj + i
γ
2
;λ+ δ)
pˇ(βj + i
γ
2
) = pˇ(βj − i
γ
2
) (j = 1, 2, . . . , ℓD). (B.8)
Let us assume deg p(η) < ℓD. Without loss of generality, we take p(η) is a monic poly-
nomial. Then the number of adjustable coefficients of p(η) is deg p(η). On the other hand,
the number of conditions (B.8) is ℓD. Therefore the conditions (B.8) can not be satisfied for
generic parameters, except for p(η) = 0.
Since any polynomial p(η) is expanded as
p(η) =
deg p−ℓD∑
n=0
anPD,n(η) + r(η), deg r(η) < ℓD
(
p(η) = r(η) for deg p < ℓD
)
,
we have
H˜D(λ)pˇ(x) : a polynomial in η(x)
⇔ H˜D(λ)rˇ(x) : a polynomial in η(x)⇔ r(η) = 0.
Therefore we obtain the following proposition:
Proposition 3 For p(η) ∈ C[η], the following holds:
p(η) ∈ UD ⇔ H˜D(λ)pˇ(x) : a polynomial in η(x). (B.9)
B.2 Step 2
Let us consider a polynomial X(η) giving the following recurrence relations with constant
coefficients,
X(η)PD,n(η) =
L∑
k=−L
r
X,D
n,k PD,n+k(η) (∀n ∈ Z≥0), (B.10)
where PD,n(η) = 0 (n < 0). For X(η), Xˇ(x) is defined by
Xˇ(x)
def
= X
(
η(x)
)
. (B.11)
From Proposition 3, X(η) in (B.10) should satisfy
H˜D(λ)
(
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ)
)
: a polynomial in η(x).
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Action of H˜D(λ) on Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ) is
H˜D(λ)
(
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ)
)
= Xˇ(x)H˜D(λ)PˇD,n(x;λ)
+ V (x;λ[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)
(
Xˇ(x− iγ)− Xˇ(x)
)
PˇD,n(x− iγ;λ)
+ V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)
(
Xˇ(x+ iγ)− Xˇ(x)
)
PˇD,n(x+ iγ;λ),
namely,
H˜D(λ)
(
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ)
)
= En(λ)Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ) + F (x). (B.12)
Here F (x) is
F (x) = V (x;λ[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)
(
Xˇ(x− iγ)− Xˇ(x)
)
PˇD,n(x− iγ;λ)
+ V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII])
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)
(
Xˇ(x+ iγ)− Xˇ(x)
)
PˇD,n(x+ iγ;λ). (B.13)
Equations (3.6) in [22] and (B.11) imply
Xˇ(x− iγ)− Xˇ(x) =
(
η(x− iγ)− η(x)
)
×
(
a polynomial in η(x− iγ
2
)
)
.
In order to cancel the zeros of ΞˇD(x − i
γ
2
;λ) = ΞD
(
η(x− iγ
2
);λ
)
in (B.13), the polynomial
appeared in the above expression should have the following form,
Xˇ(x− iγ)− Xˇ(x) =
(
η(x− iγ)− η(x)
)
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)Y
(
η(x− iγ
2
)
)
, (B.14)
where Y (η) is an arbitrary polynomial in η. Note that this X(η) can be expressed in terms
of the map I eq.(3.10) in [22] by eq.(3.12) in [22],
X(η) = I
[
ΞDY
]
(η). (B.15)
Then F (x) (B.13) becomes
F (x) = V (x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x− iγ)− η(x)
)
ΞˇD(x+ i
γ
2
;λ)Y
(
η(x− iγ
2
)
)
PˇD,n(x− iγ;λ) (B.16)
+ V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x+ iγ)− η(x)
)
ΞˇD(x− i
γ
2
;λ)Y
(
η(x+ iγ
2
)
)
PˇD,n(x+ iγ;λ).
From the explicit forms of V (x;λ), we have
V (x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x− iγ)− η(x)
)
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=
−
∏2
j=1(aj −
1
2
M ′ + ix) ·
∏4
j=3(aj +
1
2
M ′ + ix)
2ix
: W
−
(q−1 − 1)
∏2
j=1(1− ajq
− 1
2
M ′eix) ·
∏4
j=3(1− ajq
1
2
M ′eix)
2e2ix(eix − e−ix)
: AW
, (B.17)
V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x+ iγ)− η(x)
)
=

∏2
j=1(aj −
1
2
M ′ − ix) ·
∏4
j=3(aj +
1
2
M ′ − ix)
2ix
: W
(q−1 − 1)
∏2
j=1(1− ajq
− 1
2
M ′e−ix) ·
∏4
j=3(1− ajq
1
2
M ′e−ix)
2e−2ix(eix − e−ix)
: AW
, (B.18)
where M ′ = MI −MII. For AW case, they are rational functions of z = e
ix. Residues of
(B.17)–(B.18) at x = 0 (W) or z = ±1 (AW) are related as
W : Resx=0
(
V (x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x− iγ)− η(x)
))
= −Resx=0
(
V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x+ iγ)− η(x)
))
,
AW : Resz=±1
(
V (x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x− iγ)− η(x)
))
= −Resz=±1
(
V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x+ iγ)− η(x)
))
.
At x = 0 or z = ±1, we have
W : η(x− iγ
2
)
∣∣
x=0
= η(x+ iγ
2
)
∣∣
x=0
, η(x− iγ)
∣∣
x=0
= η(x+ iγ)
∣∣
x=0
,
AW : η(x− iγ
2
)
∣∣
z=±1
= η(x+ iγ
2
)
∣∣
z=±1
, η(x− iγ)
∣∣
z=±1
= η(x+ iγ)
∣∣
z=±1
.
Combining these and (B.16), we obtain
W : Resx=0F (x) = 0, AW : Resz=±1F (x) = 0.
Therefore F (x) (B.16) is a polynomial in x for W, a Laurent polynomial in z for AW. By
introducing an involution I : x→ −x (⇒ z → z−1), we have
I
(
V (x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x− iγ)− η(x)
))
= V ∗(x;λ[MI,MII])
(
η(x+ iγ)− η(x)
)
,
I
(
η(x− iγ
2
)
)
= η(x+ iγ
2
), I
(
η(x− iγ)
)
= η(x+ iγ).
Hence F (x) (B.16) satisfies I
(
F (x)
)
= F (x), which implies that F (x) is a polynomial in
η(x). Therefore, from (B.12), we have shown that H˜D(λ)
(
Xˇ(x)PˇD,n(x;λ)
)
is a polynomial
in η(x).
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B.3 Step 3
Let us summarize the result. For the denominator polynomial ΞD(η) = ΞD(η;λ) and a
polynomial in η, Y (η)( 6= 0), we set X(η) = X(η;λ) = XD,Y (η;λ) as
X(η) = I
[
ΞDY
]
(η), degX(η) = L = ℓD + deg Y (η) + 1, (B.19)
where ΞDY means a polynomial (ΞDY )(η) = ΞD(η)Y (η). Note that L ≥ M + 1 because of
ℓD ≥M . The minimal degree one, which corresponds to Y (η) = 1, is
Xmin(η) = I
[
ΞD
]
(η), degXmin(η) = ℓD + 1. (B.20)
Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4 For any polynomial Y (η)( 6= 0), we take X(η) = XD,Y (η) as (B.19). Then the
multi-indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomials PD,n(η) satisfy 1 + 2L term recurrence relations
with constant coefficients:
X(η)PD,n(η) =
L∑
k=−L
r
X,D
n,k PD,n+k(η) (n ∈ Z≥0). (B.21)
Remark 1 We have assumed the convention PD,n(η) = 0 (n < 0). If we replace
L∑
k=−L
with
L∑
k=−min(L,n)
, it is unnecessary.
Remark 2 As shown near (B.14), any polynomial X(η) giving the recurrence relations with
constant coefficients must have the form (B.19).
Remark 3 If Y (η) satisfies Y ∗(η) = Y (η), we have X∗(η) = X(η) and rX,D ∗n,k = r
X,D
n,k .
C rX,Dn,0 in (B.11) and (B.12) of Ref. [22]
In [22] we discussed the recurrence relations with constant coefficients for the multi-indexed
Wilson (W) and Askey-Wilson (AW) polynomials. As examples, the explicit forms of rX,Dn,k
for D = {1I} (type I) and X(η) = Xmin(η) are presented in Appendix B.3 and B.4 of [22].
However, we did not write down rX,Dn,0 explicitly due to their lengthy expressions. Here we
present concise expressions of rX,Dn,0 . We follow the notation of [22].
For W, rX,Dn,0 in eq.(B.11) of [22] is expressed as
r
X,D
n,0 = X0 −
σ1 + n
σ1 + n− 2
(σ′1 + n + 3)(σ
′
1 + n)
2∏
j=1
(aj + a4 + n)2 · r
X,D
n,2
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−
σ1 + n− 1
σ1 + n− 2
σ′1 + n + 2
σ′1 + n + 1
(σ′1 + n)
2∏
j=1
(aj + a4 + n) · r
X,D
n,1
−
σ1 + n− 3
σ1 + n− 2
σ′1 + n
σ′1 + n + 1
r
X,D
n,−1
(σ′1 + n− 1)
∏2
j=1(aj + a4 + n− 1)
−
σ1 + n− 4
σ1 + n− 2
r
X,D
n,−2
(σ′1 + n + 1)(σ
′
1 + n− 2)
∏2
j=1(aj + a4 + n− 2)2
, (C.1)
where X0 is given by
X0
def
= X
(
−(a4 +
1
2
)2
)
=
1
32
(1 + 2a4)
2
(
2− 7σ′1 − 20σ
′
2 − 8a4 − 4(3 + σ
′
1)a
2
4
+
(
8(σ′1 + σ
′
2)− 1 + 4a4(1 + a4)
)
σ1 − 8σ
′
1σ2
)
. (C.2)
For AW, rX,Dn,0 in eq.(B.12) of [22] is expressed as
r
X,D
n,0 = X0 − a
−2
4 q
−2 1− σ2q
n
1− σ2qn−2
(1− σ′2q
n+3)(1− σ′2q
n)
2∏
j=1
(aja4q
n; q)2 · r
X,D
n,2
− a−14 q
−11− σ2q
n−1
1− σ2qn−2
1− σ′2q
n+2
1− σ′2q
n+1
(1− σ′2q
n)
2∏
j=1
(1− aja4q
n) · rX,Dn,1
− a4q
1− σ2q
n−3
1− σ2qn−2
1− σ′2q
n
1− σ′2q
n+1
r
X,D
n,−1
(1− σ′2q
n−1)
∏2
j=1(1− aja4q
n−1)
− a24q
21− σ2q
n−4
1− σ2qn−2
r
X,D
n,−2
(1− σ′2q
n+1)(1− σ′2q
n−2)
∏2
j=1(aja4q
n−2; q)2
, (C.3)
where X0 is given by
X0
def
= X
(
1
2
(a4q
1
2 + a−14 q
− 1
2 )
)
=
1 + a24q
2q
1
2 (1 + q)σ2a24
(
σ′1q
3a4 + (1− σ
′
2q)a
2
4q
2 − q(1 + q)(1− σ′2)σ1a4
+
(
1− a24 − (1 + q)σ
′
2
)
σ2
)
. (C.4)
These expressions are obtained by the following simple observation. Substituting some spe-
cific value η0 for η in the recurrence relations, we have X(η0)PD,n(η0) =
L∑
k=−L
r
X,D
n,k PD,n+k(η0),
which gives
r
X,D
n,0 = X(η0)−
L∑
k=−L
k 6=0
PD,n+k(η0)
PD,n(η0)
r
X,D
n,k . (C.5)
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Let the index set D be D = {d1, d2, . . . , dM} = {d
I
1, . . . , d
I
MI
, dII1 , . . . , d
II
MII
} (0 ≤ dI1 <
· · · < dIMI, 0 ≤ d
II
1 < · · · < d
II
MII
, M = MI +MII). Let x0 and η0 be
x0
def
= −iγ
(
λ4 +
1
2
(MI −MII)
)
,
η0
def
= η(x0) =
{
−
(
a4 +
1
2
(MI −MII)
)2
: W
1
2
(a4q
1
2
(MI−MII) + a−14 q
− 1
2
(MI−MII)) : AW
. (C.6)
Note that, as coordinates x and η, these values x0 and η0 are unphysical (x0 is imaginary,
η0 is out of the range of η). The multi-indexed (Askey-)Wilson polynomials PD,n(η) take
‘simple’ values at these ‘unphysical’ values η0:
PD,n(η0) : W
= (−1)ℓD+ncPD,n(λ)
×
MI∏
j=1
(a4 − a1 + 1, a4 − a2 + 1, a3 + a4)dIj
(a3 + a4 − a1 − a2 + dIj + 1)dIj
·
∏
1≤j<k≤MI
(a3 + a4 − a1 − a2 + d
I
j + d
I
k + 1)
MI∏
j=1
(a4 − a1 + 1, a4 − a2 + 1, a3 + a4)j−1
×
MII∏
j=1
(a1 − a4 + 1, a2 − a4 + 1, 1− a3 − a4)dIIj
(a1 + a2 − a3 − a4 + dIIj + 1)dIIj
·
∏
1≤j<k≤MII
(a1 + a2 − a3 − a4 + d
II
j + d
II
k + 1)
MII∏
j=1
(a1 − a4 + 1, a2 − a4 + 1, 1− a3 − a4)j−1
×
∏
1≤j≤MI
1≤k≤MII
(a4 − a1 + j − k)(a4 − a2 + j − k)(a3 + a4 + j − k)
a3 + a4 − a1 − a2 + dIj − d
II
k
×
(a1 + a4, a2 + a4, a3 + a4)n
(a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + n− 1)n
MI∏
j=1
a3 + a4 + d
I
j + n
a3 + a4 + j − 1
·
MII∏
j=1
dIIj + 1− a3 − a4
dIIj + 1− n− a3 − a4
, (C.7)
PD,n(η0) : AW
=
(
2a4q
1
2
(MI−MII)
)−ℓD−n
cPD,n(λ)
×
MI∏
j=1
(a−11 a4q, a
−1
2 a4q, a3a4; q)dIj
(a−11 a
−1
2 a3a4q
dI
j
+1; q)dIj
·
∏
1≤j<k≤MI
(1− a−11 a
−1
2 a3a4q
dIj+d
I
k
+1)
MI∏
j=1
(a−11 a4q, a
−1
2 a4q, a3a4; q)j−1
×
MII∏
j=1
(a1a
−1
4 q, a2a
−1
4 q, a
−1
3 a
−1
4 q; q)dIIj
(a1a2a
−1
3 a
−1
4 q
dIIj +1; q)dIIj
·
∏
1≤j<k≤MII
(1− a1a2a
−1
3 a
−1
4 q
dIIj +d
II
k
+1)
MII∏
j=1
(a1a
−1
4 q, a2a
−1
4 q, a
−1
3 a
−1
4 q; q)j−1
×
(
a4q
1
2
(MI−MII)
)2∑MIIj=1 dIIj −MII(MII−1)q−MIMII(MII−1)
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×
∏
1≤j≤MI
1≤k≤MII
(a4q
j−1 − a1q
k−1)(a4q
j−1 − a2q
k−1)(a3a4q
j−1 − qk−1)
a3a4q
dIj − a1a2qd
II
k
× q−MIIn
(a1a4, a2a4, a3a4; q)n
(a1a2a3a4qn−1; q)n
MI∏
j=1
1− a3a4q
dIj+n
1− a3a4qj−1
·
MII∏
j=1
1− a−13 a
−1
4 q
dIIj +1
1− a−13 a
−1
4 q
dIIj +1−n
, (C.8)
where cPD,n(λ) is given by eq.(A.7) in [11] and ℓD =
∑M
j=1 dj −
1
2
M(M − 1) + 2MIMII. For
MII = 0 (type I only), this is a consequence of (6.5)–(6.6).
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